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Scope and Objectives of Project 
This  is the  first semiannual report  of this project. 
T h e  scope of the  project is the  analysis of displacement-rate fields in the  transitional 
regions between cratonal and oceanic lithospheres over Phanerozoic t ime (last 700 ma). Associ- 
ated goals are  an improved understanding of range of widths of major displacement zones; the 
parti t ion of displacement gradients and rotatiohs with position and depth  in such zones; the 
temporal characteristics of such zones-the steadiness, episodicity, and durations of uniform vs. 
nonuniform fields; and the  mechanisms and controls of the establishment and kinematics of dis- 
placement zones. 
T h e  objective of such studies is t o  provide a context of time-averaged kinematic charac- 
teristics of the  lithosphere for interpretation of NASA’s G P S  measurements. 
O u r  initial phase of s tudy  is divided topically among the methodology of measurement and 
reduction of displacements in the  lithosphere in Appendix 1 and the  preliminary analysis from 
geologic and o ther  d a t a  of actual displacement histories from the Cordillera, Appalachians, and 
southern North America in Appendices 2-4, respectively. Each appended manuscript  will even- 
tually be submit ted t o  a journal. T h e  contents of the Appendices are the following: 
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Appendix 1: Methodology of measurement and reduction of ancient displacement ra te  fields in 
continental margins: M.W. Elison, F. R.  Heck, R. M. RUSSO, and  R. C. Speed. 
Techniques to determine displacement-rate fields; estimating displacement-rate fields 
in North American foreland thrust  belts; analyses of displacement and  strain da ta ;  
examples of calculated 2-dimensional strain distributions in arbitrary displacement 
fields. 
Appendix 2: Displacement distribution in the cordillera of western North America; M. W. 
El' Don. 
Edge of continent; initial s t ructural  gradients in the  continental margin; s t ructural  
division is the foreland thrus t  belt and relation to initial structures;  displacement 
direction, magnitude, and  timing in foreland and  hinterland; onstrike displacement 
gradients; displacement transfer zones; foreland width-strain relationships; dep th  rela- 
tions and  mechanisms. 
Appendix 3: Alleghanian displacements in the Appalachian Mountains: F. R. Heck. 
Alleghanian tectonics; timing of events; depth-displacement zonations; magnitudes, 
directions, and  rates of displacements; position of craton margin; distribution of 
Allegh anian s t rik e-slip faults. 
Appendix 4: Phanerozoic tectonic evolution of southern North America-Caribbean-northern 
South  America: R. C.  Speed. 
Event  timetable; kinematic regimes; early passive margin kinematics; collision of 
Nor th  America-South America in late Paleozoic time; Mesozoic divergence in Pangea; 
Gulf rifting; Caribbean-North America; Caribbean-South America; Caribbean oceanic 
plateau and rifting; oblique collision in South  America. 
Summary of Findings 
1. In the Mesozoic cordilleran foreland thrust  belt of the western U.S., the  total  displacement 
varies smoothly on  strike from 200 km in the north (southern British Columbia) to 100-120 km 
in the  south (Utah). In contrast ,  the shortening strain varies irregularly on strike,  and  its mag- 
nitude and orientation are related t o  preexisting structures.  Major salients and recesses are not 
harmonic with lateral variations of total  displacement. 
2. T h e  duration of motion in the Cordilleran thrust  belt varies substantially on strike,  as recog- 
nized chiefly in age of onset. Whereas the cessation of thrusting is everywhere a t  50 to 55 ma, 
the onset varied by as much as 50 my, between 150 and 100 ma. 
3. Mean displacement ra tes  in the  Cordilleran thrust  belt vary on strike between 1.4 and 2.8 
mm,’yr. T h e  rates are in fact variable over the  duration at each position, implying sporadic 
t h r u s t  movement and probably, intervals of quiescence. 
4. A new theory is presented for kinematic compatibility between foreland and hinterland 
thrusting in the  continental  margin. T h e  thin-skinned displacements of the  foreland are accom- 
modated by ductile horizontal shortening and vertical thickening of crystalline basement in the 
hinterland. T h e  basement below the  foreland ( the craton) does not  deform and is the  buttress 
against which the  suprajacent  cover of the thrus t  belt deforms. 
5. In the  late Paleozoic Alleghanian foreland thrus t  belt of the  Appalachian Mountains,  total 
displacement diminishes south to north from about  218 k m  to 138 km. T h e  average displace- 
ment  direction is N45 ’ W. 
6. Strike-slip faults of the Alleghanian orogen occur outboard of the  foreland. Displacement 
magnitudes of such faul ts  range from 12 to 210 km in the northern Appalachians and >17 to  
160 km in the  southern Appalachians. T h e  average displacement direction is S52 W. 
7.  Durations of Alleghanian faulting are estimated to be 38 m a  for the  foreland thrust ing and 28 
m a  for strike slip faulting. T h e  foreland displacements range from 3.6 to 7.1 mm/yr; the  princi- 
pal uncertainty is the  application of constant duration on strike through the entire belt. T h e  
range of strike slip rates in the northern Appalachians is 0.74 to 5.5 mm/yr and in the southern,  
>0.63 t o  5.0 mm/yr .  
8 .  T h e  apparent  restriction of Alleghanian strike-slip faults to the  outboard region of the orogen 
suggests their development was related to deep ductile shearing and the  edge of Proterozoic 
North America. 
9. T h e  fundamental  shape of southern continental  North America was created by intracontinen- 
ta l  divergence a t  the  beginning of Paleozoic time. T h e  edge of North America so formed has 
been the  locus of both divergent and convergent kinematic events in subsequent times. 
1 
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10. T h e  structures created in the multiphase tectonic evolution of southern North America have 
orientations controlled a t  least partly by preexisting structures.  T h e  effect of inherited discon- 
t,inuities or anisotropy appears more important in s t ructural  orientatons than  farfield displace- 
men t s  . 
11. Although the Mesozoic divergence between North and South  American cratons appears t o  
have included uniform and smoothly varying displacement-rate fields, the intervening region 
may have undergone complex kinematics, including multiple displacement zones of diverse orien- 
tation and  rotations. 
12. Each of the Phanerozoic major kinematic regimes affecting southern North America appears 
to have been substantially oblique and included ratios of margin-parallel to margin-normal com- 
ponen ts 2 1. 
13. Collisional regimes in southern North America and northern South  America have apparently 
had partitioned displacements between more nearly continuous margin-normal components and 
more widely discrete margin-parallel or margin-oblique components. Margin-normal displace- 
ment  gradients may have been largely controlled by ramp effects of the passive continental mar- 
gins. 
14. Each of the  major displacement zones of southern North America occupies belts of great 
width,  a t  least 200 km. 
4 . 
Appendix 1 
iMETHODOLOGY OF MEASUREMENT AND REDUCTION OF ANCIENT 
DISPLACEMENT RATE FIELDS IN CONTINENTAL MARGINS 
M.W.Elison, F.R.Heck, R.M.Russo, and R.C.Speed 
Department of Geological Sciences 
Northwestern University 
Evanston Illinois, 60201 
Techniques to determine displacement fields 
Fundamental measurements necessary to determine displacement fields are the magnitude and orien- 
tation of displacement and the period over which displacement occurs. Given these measurements, time 
averaged displacement rates and directions can be calculated. 
A finite displacement can be estimated if the position of a point prior to displacement and its posi- 
tion after displacement, relative to some reference frame can be determined. Measurements of the initial 
and final position of a point only give the finite displacement of the point. Because the incremental dis- 
placement path is not constrained, the finite displacement will necessarily be a minimum estimate of dis- 
placement. The product of a field of general displacements is deformation of which three components are 
recognized: translation, rotation, and strain. In the case of a single deformation, the current position of a 
point represents its position after deformation. The necessary information is, thus, the position prior to 
deformation. Different methods are required to determine the initial position of a point for each deforma- 
tion component. The methods available are described below. Where more than one deformation com- 
ponent obtains several methods may be required. 
Translations are most easily measured when displacement causes offset of initially continuous 
features such as: isograds; isopachs; sedimentary, igneous, and metamorphic contacts; and geomorphic 
features. Both horizontal and vertical displacements due to translation can be determined by offset. Hold- 
ing one portion of the offset feature fixed provides a reference frame for measurement of the relative trans- 
lation. Offset of initially continuous features allows resolution, depending on the scale of the offset feature, 
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of translations as small as centimeters. Paleomagnetic inclination anomalies may also allow translation 
estimates. The anomalies only record the latitudinal component of translation, and require knowledge of 
t h e  rotational and strain history of the sample. The reference frame for paleomagnetic measurement is 
the Earth’s spin axis. Paleomagnetic inclination data may resolve translations of 100’s of km but rarely 
smaller translations. 
Rotational displacements can be determined if rotation has produced angular variation in initially 
planar features. Bedding and foliation can be considered initially planar and, thus, may record rotational 
displacements. Angular variation of initially linear features may also record rotation. Only some com- 
ponents of the rotation are recorded depending on the orientation of the line. The reference frame for 
angular variation is relative to some orientation of the feature held fixed. Paleomagnetic declination 
anomalies provide another measure of rotation, but they only provide the component of rotation about a 
vertical axis. The Earth’s spin axis is the reference frame. Again, the resolution of rotations by angular 
variation is much greater than the resolution allowed by paleomagnetic data. 
Displacements due to strain must be deduced by structural analysis. Strain within rocks results in 
changes in line length and in the angle between nonparallel lines. Measurement of these changes allows 
calculation of the finite strain. Derivation of the finite strain provides only the percentage change in line 
lengths due to deformation. The finite strain must, therefore, be integrated over the region of known 
strain (either homogeneous strain or a known function of strain with position). Strain measurements pro- 
vide displacement relative to some point held fixed either within or external to the strained area. The 
resolution of finite strain is very good, but the determination of areas of constant or continuously varying 
strain is difficult and decreases the resolution of finite displacement by strain measurement. 
Vertical displacements represent a special case in displacement determination because the Earth can 
be considered to be spherically stratified. Thus, conditions, including sea level and temperature and pres- 
sure vary with distance from the center of the Earth. Where sea level or depth are recorded in rocks (i.e., 
marine terraces or metamorphic grade) the initial position of the rock is known and a reference frame, 
elevation, is provided. Furthermore, measurements of vertical displacement can be made independent of 
the displacement mechanism because the initial position is not determined relative to any undeformed 
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correlary. The resolution of vertical displacement depends on the range of depths over which specific 
recognizable conditions obtain. Thus, marine terraces recording sea level which varies over meters, provide 
greater resolution than metamorphic grade recording barometric variation over kilometers. 
Most deformations in the geological record are combinations of translation, rotation, and strain. 
Folds and simple shear, for example, are both combinations of rotation and strain. In the common situa- 
tion of folds developing due to motion on associated faults, rotation, strain, and translation all contribute 
to the total finite displacement. These situations require combinations of the methods outlined above in 
determination of displacement magnitude and orientation. 
Given that displacement in a region can be estimated, the question is; over what time interval did 
the displacement occur? Two primary methods of age determination are available: biostratigraphy and 
radiometric dating. The combination provides the ability to date most rocks. Widely used constraints on 
the minimum age of a displacement are the ages of igneous bodies that cross-cut and/or stratigraphic 
intervals that overlap deformation structures. Furthermore, the age of the youngest deformed rocks pro- 
vides an estimate of the maximum age of displacement. Deposition and igneous activity are rarely con- 
tinuous, particularly within orogenic belts. Therefore, constraints on displacement period based on igneous 
and stratigraphic relations commonly give maximum displacement periods. Depositional histories of fore- 
land basins may also provide constraints on the maximum age of displacement. Where sediment within a 
foreland basin can be directly related to displacing source areas, the age of the sediment records the initia- 
tion of source erosion and estimates the initiation of displacement. Finally, dating of widespread periodic 
features, such as marine terraces and magnetic reversals, in a single locality allows the age of such 
features from other localities to be dated by correlation. Resolution of ages by biostratigraphy or 
radiometric dating varies dependent on which fossil or radiogenic element is used. Resolution always 
decreases with increasing age. 
Often displacement orientation and magnitude values are arrived at independent of displacement 
period values. The time averaged rate of displacement is then calculated from the independent measure- 
ments. Because displacement magnitude estimates are generally minima and displacement period esti- 
mates are generally maxima, calculated displacement rates are minima. When coupled displacement/age 
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measurements are available the problem of independent measurement can be avoided and displacement 
rates can be well constrained. A coupled measurement requires the following: 
1) the age of a feature must be determined 
2) the displacement of that feature, relative to some reference frame, must be determined 
3) the age of the feature must lie within the age range over which displacement occurred. 
Time versus blocking temperature analysis for metamorphic mineral assemblages represent one example of 
coupled displacement/age measurement (Dallmeyer and others, 1986; Archibald and others, 1983). Where 
coupled measurements of two or more features with difTerent ages within the age range of the displace- 
ment can be made, the difference in finite displacement over the difference in age gives the displacement 
rate. If several coupled measurements are available, then changes in displacement rate can be resolved. 
The measurements that  have been made for displacement magnitude, period, and rate and their uncer- 
tainties and resolution are discussed in the following pages with specific reference to the western North 
American Cordillera and to Alleghanian deformation in the eastern United States. 
Weetern North American Cordillera 
The method of determining displacement rates that  has proven tenable in the fold and thrust belt of 
the western North American Cordillera involves estimates of horizontal displacement magnitude for indi- 
vidual thrusts and for the thrust belt as a whole coupled with independent estimates of the period over 
which displacement obtained. In general displacement magnitude estimates are minima, whereas, displace- 
ment period estimates are maxima; derived displacement rates are, thus, minima. Various methods are 
used to determine both displacement magnitude and period and these methods vary in their precision and 
resolution. Although placing well defined error bars on displacement estimates is difficult, some conclu- 
sions regarding the resolution of the methods can be drawn. The following discussion is an analysis of the 
techniques of determining displacement magnitude and period, problems with those techniques and the 
effects of problems on the resolution and precision of the derived displacement rates. 
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The method commonly used to determine displacement magnitude across portions of the fold and 
thrust belt is palinspastic reconstruction or retrodeformation (Bally, 1984; Price, 1981; Woodward, 1986; 
Dison; 1982; Harrison and others, 1980). A detailed cross-section of the fold and thrust belt is constructed 
and structures are sequentially restored to the pre-deformational configuration. The position of points in 
the restored section relative to  their position in the deformed section provides a measure of the displace- 
ment magnitude. This technique has been widely employed in the fold and thrust belt of western North 
America (Fig. 1; Table 1). Where more than one reconstruction has been attempted, comparison of the 
displacement magnitudes determined by different studies allows consideration of the precision of the tech- 
nique. In northern Montana, two reconstructions suggest displacement magnitude across the fold and 
thrust belt of 170 and 180km respectively (Table 1). In the Wyoming-Idaho-Utah portion of the fold and 
thrust belt reconstructions vary in displacement estimates from 80km to 140km. Taken at face value, 
these results indicate that retrodeformation varies in precision from less than 10% to approximately 50%. 
Several factors influence displacement magnitude estimates by this method and careful consideration 
of these factors can improve the resolution of the technique. An obvious consideration is the possibility 
that  some structures are unrecognized and omitted from the deformed cross-section being reconstructed. A 
correlary problem is the possibility of variable interpretation of structures at depth in the deformed cross- 
section. These problems point out the importance of well constrained cross-sections in the precision of 
palinspastic reconstructions. 
Unrecognized structures and variable structural interpretation have become less significant problems 
over time. Because the fold and thrust belt has high potential for petroleum production, closely spaced 
seismic reflection profiles and wells allow detailed structural geometry to be determined (Dixon, 1982; 
Woodward, 1986; Perry and others, 1983). Furthermore, geophysical data, including gravity and magnet- 
ics can be incorporated to further constrain structural geometries (Harrison and others, 1980; Fountain 
and McDonough, 1984). 
The displacement magnitude of individual thrusts at various positions along strike can be resolved 
to within a kilometer to a few kilometers (Mudge and Earhart, 1980; Woodward, 1986) suggesting that 
displacement magnitude for the fold and thrust belt can be resolved to within roughly 10 to 20km, depen- 
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dent on the number of thrusts within a segment of the belt. Notwithstanding, the ability to constrain 
structural geometry and produce highly detailed deformed cross-sections, and the good resolution possible 
for individual thrusts, variations in fold and thrust belt displacement magnitude estimates remain. Bifur- 
cation of thrusts and displacement transfer pose a problem because summation of displacement magni- 
tudes determined on individual thrusts at different positions along the fold and thrust belt may overesti- 
mate or underestimate displacement magnitude. Well constrained studies from Wyoming (Woodward, 
1986; Dixon, 1982) show that the magnitude of displacement on individual thrusts or thrust systems can 
vary significantly (Table 1). High displacement magnitudes on one thrust or thrust system often correlate 
with low displacement magnitudes on others thrusts at the same position (Dixon, 1982; Goldburg, 1984) 
suggesting displacement transfer between fold and thrust belt structures. The possibility of displacement 
transfer is illustrated by comparison of variations in individual thrust displacement magnitudes with dis- 
placement magnitudes for the fold and thrust belt as a whole. The estimates of displacement magnitude 
for the entire fold and thrust belt at various positions in western North America show regular north to 
south variation of approximately lOOkm or roughly 50%. Individual thrusts can vary in displacement 
magnitude by a factor of 4 or more (Dixon, 1982; Mudge and Earhart, 1980). It is important, therefore, to 
determine displacement magnitude at a single position within the fold and thrust belt. 
A final consideration in displacement magnitude determination from reconstruction of cross-section 
is the possibility of large continuum strain in the section. Studies of strain in folds within the fold and 
thrust belt (Allmendinger, 1982; Gockley, 1985; Johnson, 1985) have shown that locally high strains occur 
and that the orientation of compression and extension due to  strain are not necessarily the same as orien- 
tations due to thrusting. However, high strains are localized in the hinge regions of folds (Allmendinger, 
1982) and given the high limb to hinge ratio characteristic of fold and thrust belt deformation and the dis- 
tributed occurrence of folds, the underestimation of fold and thrust belt displacement magnitude due to 
omission of strain is probably not great. 
The regular pattern of displacement magnitude across the fold and thrust belt in western North 
America and the similarity of estimates produced by different workers at a single position suggest that dis- 
placement magnitudes are resolvable to within 10 to 20km or about 10% of the total displacement. The 
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displacement magnitudes are minima due to omission of continuum strain and to the determination of 
finite displacement as opposed to incremental displacement path. Notwithstanding the problems discussed 
above. given adequate geological and geophysical data coverage, displacement magnitudes can be better 
constrained than estimates of displacement period. 
Because throughout the western North American Cordillera, thrusts commonly developed from west 
to east, dating the displacement period of the easternmost and westernmost thrust of the fold and thrust 
belt provides an estimate of the displacement period for the entire belt. In the eastern part of the fold and 
thrust belt, foreland basins record the timing of the earliest derivation of material from thrust sheets to 
* 
the west, the maximum age of thrusts that overrun western portions of the foreland basin, and the 
minimum age for the cessation of thrusting by strata that overlap the easternmost deformation. In ' 
western parts of the fold and thrust belt, the youngest overrun strata are often Paleozoic and synorogenic 
deposits are uncommon. Based on the sedimentary record, the minimum age of the onset of deformation 
and the minimum age of the cessation of deformation can be constrained (Table 1). Because displacement 
period depends on determining the maximum age of displacement onset, as well as the minimum age of 
cessation, displacement period estimates suffer from poor control in the western parts of the fold and 
thrust belt. Subsidence of foreland basins due to the load of thrust sheets (Speed and Sleep, 1982; Jordon, 
1981), synorogenic conglomerates (Wiltschko and Dorr, 1983; Heller et al, 1986; DeCelles, 1986; DeCelles 
and others, 1987), and cross-cutting and/or deformed igneous bodies (Mudge and Earhart, 1980; DeCelles, 
1986; Harrison et  al, 1980) all provide timing constraints for individual thrusts or thrust systems, but gen- 
erally only constrain the minimum ages for individual thrusts. 
The cessation of deformation in the fold and thrust belt is well constrained by overlapping strata, 
cross-cutting dikes, and radiometric dates on authigenic minerals created by thrust sheet emplacement 
(Hoffman et  al 1976; Aronson and Elliott, 1985). Although the constraints vary from maximum ages of 
65my (Thompson, 1979) to minimums of 40my (Bally, 1984; Price, 1981), taken together the data indicate 
that the fold and thrust belt had ceased activity between 50 and 55my. The onset of deformation is con- 
strained at  different positions along the fold and thrust belt to be older than 110 to 150my on the basis of 
the first orogenic detritus derived from the west and deposited in foreland basins. In Montana and in cen- 
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tral Utah, where the oldest orogenic strata are 115my and llOmy respectively (DeCelles et  al, 1986; Vil- 
lien and Kligfield, 1986), the orogenic strata overlie an unconformity that locally represents a gap in the 
ltratigraphic record of more than 30my. On the basis of stratigraphy, subsidence, and cross-cutting rela- 
tions in the eastern part of the fold and thrust belt, the onset of deformation is only constrained to be 
older than Late Jurassic (165 to 155my) or Late Cretaceous (115 to  loomy), depending on location. 
In the areas west of the fold and thrust belt, abundant plutons and metamorphic rocks can be dated 
radiometrically. Radiometric ages are generally precise to within 2 to 5% although interpretations of these 
ages are dependent on knowledge regarding the thermal history involved. Unfortunately the relationship 
between the metamorphism, plutonism, and deformation in these western areas and deformation in the 
fold and thrust well is not well known. Modern models of the relationship (Speed and others, 1988; Brown 
and others, 1986) consider the shortening of cover strata in the fold and thrust belt to be balanced by 
shortening of basement rocks to the west. If true, this idea suggests that the timing of deformation to the 
west should provide a maximum time for the onset of fold and thrust belt deformation. In areas west of 
the fold and thrust belt and east of the eastern limit of accreted terranes in southern British Columbia, 
northern Washington and Idaho, and western Utah and Nevada, there is evidence for deformation as old 
as Mississippian or Devonian and for deformation ranging from Early Triassic to Tertiary. In central 
Idaho, there is no evidence for deformation, exclusive of accreted terranes, older than Late Cretaceous. 
Table 2 gives ages of plutons and times of metamorphism for various positions along the Cordillera, west 
of the fold and thrust belt. Although deformation occurred earlier at some locations, it  is interesting that 
pulses of plutonism and metamorphism associated with deformation are documented in middle to late 
Jurassic time (175 to 150my) an$ in Late Cretaceous time (115 to 95my)(Archibald and others, 1983; Fox 
and others, 1977; Armstrong and others, 1977; Speed and others, 1988; Miller and others, 1988; Snoke and 
Miller, 1988; Miller and Engels, 1975; Allmendinger and others, 1985; Parrish and Wheeler, 1983; Jour- 
neay and Brown, 1986; Armstrong, 1975; Dallmeyer and others, 1986). Metamorphism, plutonism, and 
deformation occurred in areas to the west at times that correspond to two estimates of displacement onset 
derived from foreland sedimentation in different locations. Thus, although the metamorphic and plutonic 
pulses in areas to the west are not directly linked to deformation in the fold and thrust belt, the temporal 
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coincidence of thermal activity and deformation to the west and deformation and foreland basin sedimen- 
tation in the fold and thrust belt argues for displacement onset during Late Jurassic time and for a major 
pulse of deformation during the late Cretaceous. 
Table 1 gives the derived displacement rates averaged over the fold and thrust belt and over the dis- 
placement period as constrained from foreland basin sedimentation and as estimated from activity farther 
west. Best fit displacement rates were determined from the average displacement magnitude (where more 
than one value has been obtained) and the displacement period constrained from foreland basin sedimen- 
tation. The uncertainty in the displacement rate was estimated from the minimum displacement magni- 
tude (20% less than the displacement magnitude where only a single estimate is available) and the max- 
imum displacement period allowable given constraints from foreland basins and from within the fold and 
thrust belt. While the uncertainties in displacement rate derived this way are in some cases large, the dis- 
placement rates and their estimated uncertainties demonstrate that 1.0 and 4.0mm/yr are rough limits on 
the time averaged rate of displacement in the western North America fold and thrust belt. Variations in 
rates of thrusting over time and as a function of position both along and across strike in the fold and 
thrust belt and rates of vertical uplift west of the fold and thrust belt based on time versus blocking tem- 
perature studies in metamorphic rocks are discussed in the attached manuscript "Displacement Distribu- 
tion in the North American Cordillera". 
Alleghanian displacements in the Appalachian Mountains 
In the Appalachian Mountains (Fig. 2), magnitudes of Alleghanian displacement due to northwest- 
southeast shortening are best known in the Valley and Ridge fold and thrust belt where magnitudes are 
determined from balanced cross-sections and/or deformed versus undeformed line lengths. Displacement 
directions are assumed to be parallel to the cross-sections that trend about normal to strike. The magni- 
tudes and directions are given with respect to undeformed North American continent. For example, the 
Blacksburg, Virginia cross-section (section 3, Fig. 2b) estimates Valley and Ridge shortening between the 
undeformed continent and the trailing edge of the Pulaski thrust sheet at a point just west of the Blue 
Ridge-Inner Piedmont thrust sheet. The estimated shortening is the sum of the shortening within the 
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Pulaski sheet (ranging from 80 to 136 km with an average of 108 km; Bartholomew, 1987) plus the dis- 
placement along the Pulaski thrust (100 to 110 km, average 105 km; Bartholomew, 1987) plus the shorten- 
ing due to folds and thrusts below and west of the Pulaski sheet (33 to 59 km, average 46 km; Kulander 
and Dean , 1986). The best pick total shortening is therefore 259 km although the amount could vary by 
as much as 46 km. The displacement direction is taken to be N28W parallel to the cross-section trend 
which is normal to structural trends at Blacksburg. Although northwest-southeast Alleghanian shortening 
clearly occurred in the high metamorphic grade eastern Piedmont, no shortening estimates are available 
because suitable marker horizons are absent and Alleghanian effects are difficult to distinguish from older 
deformations except where radiometric ages are available, and in those cases shortening estimates have 
not been done. The same situation applies to the northern Appalachians. 
Alleghanian strike-slip displacements occur only in the Piedmont province in the southern and cen- 
tral Appalachians and in the easternmost portions of the northern Appalachians. Magnitudes of strike-slip 
displacement are determined by the offset of features across the strike-slip zone (eg., plutons, isopach con- 
tours, terrane boundaries) or by estimates of simple shear strain versus distance across the zone. Displace- 
ment directions are assumed to  be parallel to the fault zone or to mineral elongation lineations if they are 
present. In all cases the magnitudes of strike-slip displacement are more imprecise and poorly constrained 
than are displacements in the Valley and Ridge because: 1) area balancing is not possible as in Valley and 
Ridge cross-sections, 2) the types of offset features have boundaries that are generally unsuitable for pre- 
cise measurements of offset, 3) unrecognized dip-slip motions may be present which could result in strike- 
slip offsets that are apparent and not real, and 4) displacement estimates by shear strain versus distance 
acrcss the shear zone invariably assume simple shear alone has occurred with no component of shortening 
normal to the zone (an invalid assumption in most cases) and the position of shear zone boundaries is 
often poorly constrained. 
Magnitudes and directions of strike-slip displacements are given with respect to a point on the oppc- 
site side of the strike-slip zone rather than to undeformed North America. To find the displacement with 
respect to undeformed North America the displacement vector for the fault in question must be added to 
all orogen-parallel and orogen-normal displacement vectors between the fault and undeformed North 
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America (Fig. 2c). However, the uncertainties in magnitude and direction of such a vector are probably 
qui te  large because the procedure assumes that all displacement vectors between undeformed North Amer- 
ica and the point in question are known. The assumption is acceptable for Valley and Ridge displace- 
ments but clearly not for the Piedmont or the northern Appalachians where an unknown amount of 
northwest shortening occurred in the Alleghanian and where all zones of strike-slip displacement have 
probably not been identified or if identified their displacements are not always known (eg., the Brevard 
zone, and others). 
a point on undeformed North America although this clearly is an eventual goal of the study. 
Therefore, at this time we do not present the strike-slip displacements with respect to 
As an example of strike-slip displacement estimates, the Brookneal shear zone near Brookneal, Vir- 
ginia (Gates and others, 1986) is about 4 km wide with a shear plane orientation of N40E, 50SE. Shear 
zone fabrics indicate dextral displacement subparallel to the zone. Displacement magnitude is estimated 
as > 17km by determining simple shear strain across the zone according to changing cleavage orienta- 
tions. The displacement magnitude is considered to be a minimum because simple shear is heterogeneous 
acrms the zone and all areas of high simple shear have probably not been recognized. Furthermore, the 4 
km width of the zone is probably a minimum value. If the zone is transpressive, however, a component of 
shortening normal to the shear plane will produce the observed cleavage relations at lower simple shear 
strains which will in turn reduce the estimated strike-slip displacement. Elongate mineral lineations 
plunge shallowly N50E which when considered with the shear plane orientation and dextral sense of shear 
indicates a small component of up dip displacement. Furthermore, the Bowen Creek fault zone to the 
northwest is related to  the Brookneal zone and is clearly transpressive (Gates, 1987). Therefore, the 
Brookneal zone probably experienced at least some component of shortening normal to the zone which has 
the effect of reducing the minimum displacement estimate (although we have no way of knowing by how 
much). The displacement direction of rocks outboard of the Brookneal zone is taken as S50W; dextral 
displacement parallel to the shear zone stretching lineations. 
Rates of Alleghanian displacement are more uncertain than magnitudes and directions due to the 
added uncertainty in the timing of displacement. Displacement timing is reasonably well constrained for 
individual structures in the Piedmont province and northern Appalachians because cross-cutting 
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intrusives, metamorphic ages, and overlapping strata are common. In the Valley and Ridge however, such 
features do not occur; timing of deformation cannot be evaluated independently at different positions so 
t h e  province must be treated as a single package with respect to time interval of deformation. Good esti- 
mates of the time of Valley and Ridge deformation are provided by recently published K/AR illitization 
ages (303 +/-13 Ma to 265 +/-13 Ma) from the Valley and Ridge and Plateau provinces of Alabama, 
Tennessee, Kentucky, and Virginia (Elliot ,and Aronson, 1987). These ages are compatible with strati- 
graphic constraints on timing of deformation. They follow and partly overlap the ages of early 
Alleghanian clastic wedge strata that were deposited in the Valley and Ridge during uplift to the east and 
later deformed as Alleghanian displacements migrated westward. Also, the age of the youngest preserved 
unit affected by Alleghanian deformation, the Dunkard Group (286 +/-12 Ma to 266 +/-17 Ma; Secor and 
others, 1986a), falls within the time interval of illitization. Deformation of the Dunkard probably 
represents the waning stages of Alleghanian deformation because it is among the westernmost of deformed 
strata and is weakly deformed in broad, open, upright folds. Alleghanian deformation therefore probably 
ended shortly after this interval. A more conservative estimate of the end of Alleghanian deformation in 
the Valley and Ridge is 235 Ma which is about the youngest age of Alleghanian deformation recognized in 
the Appalachians (see above). We therefore use 38 Ma (303 - 265 Ma) as a minimum time interval and 81 
Ma (316 - 235 Ma) as a maximum time interval of Alleghanian displacement in the Valley and Ridge pro- 
vince. 
Table 3 presents displacement rates of Alleghanian strike-slip and fold/thrust structures for which 
the required displacement magnitude and timing data are available. The displacement rates were deter- 
mined in the following manner. For each point we choose two values of displacement magnitude and two 
values of time interval over which displacement occurred. The two displacement magnitude values are 
the maximum and minimum estimates in the cited reference. If only a single value of displacement was 
provided in the cited reference we use 25% less and 25% more of the value as minimum and maximum 
estimates of displacement. The two time interval values are the interval which is the best pick estimate 
in the cited reference and the interval which equals the best pick plus the uncertainties at each end of the 
best pick. For example, if the time of displacement is given as between 270 +/-15 Ma and 250 +/-lo Ma 
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the two time interval values we use are 20 Ma (270 - 250 Ma) and 45 Ma (285 - 240 Ma) (see below for 
how w e  use them). If the cited reference does not provide uncertainties at each end of the best pick time 
interval, we add 50% of the best pick as a measure of uncertainty to obtain the second time interval. 
Where timing of displacement is given by the age of stratal intervals (eg., Pennsylvanian age) we use the 
DNAG best pick ages (Palmer, 1983) for our best pick interval (320 - 286 = 34 Ma interval for the 
Pennsylvanian) and add in the uncertainties of the DNAG best picks for a maximum estimate of the dis- 
placement time interval (34 + 20 + 12 = 66 Ma). In some cases deformation is estimated to begin 
between two times and end between two other times. For example, deformation began between 290-280 
Ma and ended between 260-250 Ma. In this case a minimum time interval is 20 Ma (280 - 260 Ma) and a 
maximum interval is 40 Ma (290 - 250). These values are used with the maximum and minimum displace- 
ment magnitudes respectively to  determine maximum and minimum displacement rates. The best pick 
time interval for calculating displacement rate is taken as the average time interval or 30 Ma. 
The best pick displacement rates in Table 3 are determined by dividing the average displacement by 
the best pick displacement time interval. In the case where displacement occurred within the best pick 
interval the uncertainties are given as the difference between the best pick rate and minimum rate which 
is the minimum displacement magnitude divided by the maximum time interval (equal to the best pick 
time interval plus the uncertainties at each end of the best pick interval). For example, assume the dis- 
placement magnitude is 60 to 80 km and the time interval of displacement is between 270 +/-15 Ma and 
250 +/-lo Ma. The minimum rate is 
60km / 45Ma or 1.33 mm/yr. The uncertainty is therefore 3.5 - 1.33 = 2.17 and the displacement rate is 
displayed as 3.5 (+/- 2.17) mm/yr. This procedure is adopted because in some cases, as in this example, 
a minimum time interval (which with the maximum displacement magnitude would provide an indepen- 
dent maximum rate) obtained by subtracting the uncertainties from the best pick interval gives a negative 
time interval of displacement. In the case where displacement is constrained to begin within one time 
interval and end within another the uncertainties aregiven as the difference between the best pick rate 
and the minimum and maximum rates. 
The best pick displacement rate is 70km / 20Ma or 3.5 mm/yr. 
In almost all cases the best pick displacement rates represent minimum values because the displace- 
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ment time interval represents the time within which displacement occurred. For example, a fault offsets a 
pluton dated at 270 Ma and is pinned by another pluton dated at 240 Ma. Displacement on the fault 
occurred over some time interval between 270 and 240 Ma. The true rate is therefore greater than the 
calculated rate which considers the entire time interval. The effect is exaggerated because displacement 
estimates are commonly minimum values due to the presence of cleavage and other small scale structures 
whose shortening effects are not considered in the displacement estimate. 
The major problems in determination and interpretation of the Alleghanian displacement rate data 
are: 1) the use of the same time interval for displacements all along the Valley and Ridge, and 2) the rela- 
tively poorly constrained displacement magnitudes from the Piedmont province. Because displacement 
timing cannot be determined independently for each cross-section in the Valley and Ridge along which 
displacement magnitudes are determined, we must use the same timing data for each cross-section. The 
time interval of displacement is therefore a constant and displacement rates vary directly with displace- 
ment magnitude. Our calculated rates are therefore greater in the southern than in the central Appalachi- 
ans because the displacement magnitudes are greater in the south. Rates may indeed be greater in the 
south but it may also be true that deformation there occurred over a longer time interval which would 
tend to equalize the displacement rates. In contrast to the Valley and Ridge, displacement time intervals 
in the Piedmont province are relatively well constrained for individual structures because of abundant 
metamorphic/plutonic ages but estimates of displacement magnitude are more uncertain for reasons dis- 
cussed above. 
Analysis of displacement and strain data 
The data collected are in two forms: measurements of displacement of a given geologic feature, and 
measurements of finite strain of a given rock volume. The displacement measurements are generally in 
the form of a two-dimensional displacement vector which relates the initial location of the feature to its 
final location after the cessation of deformation. Measurements of finite strain usually take the form of 
stretches (magnitudes of the principal axes of the strain ellipse of the deformed rock volume) or ratios of 
stretches, and/or rotations (orientations of the strain ellipse of the deformed rock volume) of some given 
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feature. The two different types of measurement are disposed to different methods of analysis, since they 
are ,  in a sense, two complementary halves of the data set which describes the deformation of the chosen 
region, in this case, the continental margin of North America. 
In the case of the displacement data set, analysis of the deformation field which results from the dis- 
placements requires formulation of the linear coordinate transformation equations which describe the dis- 
placement of the data points from their initial to their final locations. The coefficients of the linear 
transformation equations (see equations I) are the elements of the strain matrix describing the observed 
displacements. These elements can be easily transformed into the same kind of strain parameters which 
comprise the measurements of data set two, measurements of finite strain parameters. Conversely, the 
analysis of the finite strain data set requires the reduction of finite strain measurements to corresponding 
displacements, or, in other words, exactly the reverse of the process which is applied to data set one. 
Once each of the two data sets has been supplied with its ”complementary half,” the process of incor- 
porating the two sets into an interpretively significant regional deformation synthesis can begin in earnest. 
Thus, the separate analyses of the two data sets are inverse processes. The procedure for analyzing 
the displacement data set, in which initial positions and displacements to final positions are known, and in 
which the finite strains resulting from the displacements are calculated, is known as forward modelling. 
The reverse process of working from final positions, represented by the finite strains of given bodies, back 
to the initial positions via calculation of the requisite displacement vectors, is known as inverse modelling. 
We have, so far, concentrated our data analysis efforts on the methodology of forward modelling. In 
order to calculate strain matrices which describe the displacements of scattered points throughout an oro- 
genic belt, it  is necessary to  formulate a procedure for grouping the displaced points. There are two equa- 
tions which describe each linear coordinate transformation of a given point, and therefore, pairs of data 
are required in order to  calculate exactly the coefficients of the strain matrix. If, in a given area, displace- 
ment data are available for more than two points, the system is overdetermined, and some sort of approx- 
imate solution for the strain matrix coefficients must be used. The data available for the orogenic belts 
which ring the North American continental margin are rather extensive, and are also characterized by 
complicated changes of the displacement fields throughout the Phanerozoic, and therefore, we are faced 
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with the task of finding strain matrix coefficients for a highly overdetermined system of displacements 
which may or may not be the results of different deformation events. It is possible to solve for the strain 
m a t r k  coefficients which best describe the displacements of all the points, assuming all the displacements 
can be described by just one strain matrix. Unfortunately, the results of such an exercise lead to  a strain 
matrix which does not fit the displacement data well - in fact, if a least- squares approximating routine is 
used, as we have done, the strain matrix thus calculated tends to fit all the displacements equally badly. 
Therefore, i t  seems clear that  it is desirable to group the displacement data into sub-sets, somehow, and 
then to calculate strain matrices which give valid approximations to the data contained in each of the 
sub-sets. In order to minimize the errors which arise through the calculation of approximate solutions to 
the overdetermined system, while at the same time respecting the complexity of the different deformation 
regimes into which any orogenic belt is divisible, we have chosen to group the displacement data into 
groups of three points, for which a strain matrix is calculated by means of a least- squares approximation 
technique. Note that this is not unlike the triangulation techniques used in analysis of geodesic measure- 
ments of presently deforming areas (Guohua and Prescott, 1986; Prescott and Yu, 1986). 
A summary of the method follows: 
1. Data are put in the form of initial positions of points and corresponding displacement vectors. 
2. The final positions of the data points are calculated and the points are grouped into all the possible 
groups of three which can be formed (if N points are input, there will be (N(N - 1)(N - 2))/3! combina- 
tions of three possible). Among these trios of points, near-neighbor groupings are labelled as such. 
3. For each trio of points, a strain matrix and translation vector are calculated by means of a least 
squares fit to the displacement vector. Thus, the initial coordinate values of the points, (x,y), are assumed 
to transform to the final position, (x’ ,yf ), according to the linear coordinate transformation, 
x’ = a x + b y + t ,  
yf = cx + dy + t, 
I 
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and then the values of a, b, c, and d (the elements of the strain matrix), and t, and t, (the components of 
t h e  translation vector) are calculated by minimizing the squared value of the difference between the 
ohserved (x’ ,y’ ) pairs and the calculated (x’ ,y’ ) pairs: 
d 2 
dS (Y’ obs - Y’ c d c )  = 
where S is, alternately, a, b, c, d, and t, and t,, and XI cdc and y’ eale are given by equations I. 
Note that no plane strain assumption is made; therefore, area changes are permissible. Also, this 
procedure assumes material continuity during displacement, and homogeneity of deformation. 
4. Once a strain matrix and translation vector are known for each trio of points, characteristic finite 
strain parameters can be calculated and graphic output, in the form of strain ellipses calculated for each 
trio, and placed at the centroids of the post-deformation triangles seformed, is possible. 
In order to  test the accuracy and validity of the procedure, experiments were performed by con- 
structing models of simple displacement fields which are easily interpreted. A description of one such 
model follows. Figure 2 is a map view of the distribution of displacements chosen for the experiment. 
There are seven points at which displacement data are assumed to be known (see Table 4). Basically, the 
displacements are those of a central rectangular area which moves laterally and undergoes a mild dextral 
shear relative to three fixed points. This model can be thought of as a terrane which moves and deforms 
relative to its surroundings, or as a thrust nappe moving within a non-deforming area. 
In figure 2, the open circles represent the initial positions of the seven points, and the dotted lines 
between these circles indicate the near-neighbor triangle groupings. (Note that only four open circles are 
visible, since three of the seven points do not move and are therefore covered by solid circles.) The solid 
circles connected by solid lines represent the final locations of points after displacement, and the final 
configurations of the near-neighbor triangles. 
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The strain ellipses which are calculated from the three-point groupings of the seven points are 
ihown. also in map view, in figures 3 and 4. Figure 3 displays strain ellipses for the near-neighbor combi- 
nations, while figure 4 shows ellipses for all the three-point combinations possible, including the near- 
neighbor groupings. A s  was mentioned above, the centers of the ellipses are placed at the centroids of the 
post-displacement triangles in both cases. The strain ellipses plotted in both figures are consistent with 
the geologic interpretation of the model. The topmost and bottommost ellipses are indicative of two 
zones of shear of opposite sense: the topmost zone is sinistral and the bottommost zone is dextral. If the 
motion of the rectangular area is thought to  represent that of a displaced terrane, these two zones of shear 
would correspond to crustal-scale strike-slip zones. Thinking of the rectangle as a thrust nappe, the two 
shear zones can be interpreted as lateral ramps. At the two other boundaries of the moving rectangle, 
zones of various degrees of compression are demonstrated by the strain ellipses, as would be expected of a 
colliding terrane or a moving thrust sheet. The mild shear of the rectangle itself, which gives rise the the 
variation in the amount of compression seen along the two 'N-S' deformation belts, can also be seen in the 
increasing ellipticity and rotation of the more interiorly located ellipses as one moves from south to north 
acrcss the displaced region. 
Although the validity of the near-neighbor ellipse plot is more easily established, and despite the 
fact that  in some cases the ellipses plotted for the all-possible trios case appear to be spurious, the two 
ellipse plots are highly complementary. The near-neighbor ellipses have the advantage of representing the 
smallest continuous triangular areas into which the displacing area can be divided, and thus they are the 
finest resolution division of the area. The all-possible triangles ellipses include many ellipses calculated by 
grouping points which are far from one another. The increased distance between the points which 
comprise the trio group increases the triangular area thus formed, and the probability that this area con- 
tains some structural boundary not reflected by the displacements of its vertices increases greatly. This 
negative feature of the all-possible trios case leads to spurious ellipses in some cases. Nevertheless, as 
figures 3 and 4 amply demonstrate, the greater number of ellipses in figure 4 aids greatly in the interpreta- 
tion of figure 3, while figure 3 makes clear the spurious ellipses of figure 4. 
Beyond the ellipse plots, we have created contoured plots of the various strain parameters (principal 
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stretches, ellipticity, dilatation, and rotation). Figures 5 and 6 show two such plots, both contours of 
ellipticity. Figure 5 represents ellipticities arising from near-neighbor trio groupings, while figure 6 is of 
ellipticities calculated from all-possible combinations of three groupings. Although these plots are more 
difficult to interpret than the ellipse plots, they do give some indication of the two zones of lateral shear 
described above, and of the dextral shear of the interior rectangle. The contour plots may also aid in the 
discovery of zones of previously unrecognized displacement. 
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Figure Captions 
Figure 1. Map of the western North American Cordillera showing structural and thermal features dis- 
cussed in text. Lines with corresponding letters A through F are the locations for which displacement 
magnitude, period, and rate data are presented. 
Figure 2: 2a shows the physiographic provinces of the southern and central Appalachians 
refered to in text. 2b shows the various tectonic features referred to in the text and 
Table 1: 1. Long Range-Cabot fault, 2. Catamaran fault, 3. Bellisle fault, 4. 
Peekaboo-Berry Mills fault, 5 .  Clover Hill fault, 6.  Hamey-Hopewell fault, 7. Hol- 
low fault, 8. Cobequid-Chedabucto fault, 9. St. John fold and thrust belt, 10. 
Norumbega fault, 11. Kingman fault, 12. Kearsarge-central Maine synclinorium, 13. 
Bloody Bluff fault, 14. Lake Char / Clinton-Newbury fault zone, 15. Honey Hill 
fault, 16. Hope Valley shear zone, 17. Narragansett Basin, 18. Martic zone, 19. 
Rosemont shear zone, 20. Baltimore gneiss domes, 21. Hylas shear zone, 22. Brook- 
neal shear zone, 23. Bowens Creek shear zone, 24. Hollister shear zone, 25. Nutbush 
Creek shear zone, 26. Modoc zone, 27. Kings Mountain Belt shear zone, 28. Bre- 
vard zone, 29. Goats Rock shear zone, 30. Towaliga shear zone, 31. Roanoke 
Recess, 32. Blue Ridge thrust, 33. Pulaski thrust, 34. Grandfather Mountain Win- 
dow, 35. Pine Mountain thrust, 36. western limit of Alleghanian deformation. Cir- 
cled numbers are cross-section lines from Table 3. 2c shows the method of deter- 
mining the motion with respect to undefonned North America of a point (5) on the 
outboard side of the orogen that is displaced along an orogen-parallel strike-slip 
fault. 
Figure 3: Map view of the configurations of initial and final triangles formed from near- 
neighbor grouping of the initial displacement data. The initial locations of the points are the 
~ A O I I O W  circles, and the final positions are the filled circles. The dotted lines are drawn 
between the initial triangles, and the solid lines between the final triangles. The scale on the 
axes is distance from the arbitrarily chosen origin. The y-axis is parallel to North. Note 
that three of the points do not 'move, and therefore three hollow circles are covered by solid 
circles. 
Figure 4: Map view of the strain ellipses calculated from the near-neighbor three point 
groupings. Scale and axes as in figure 2. 
Figure 5 :  Map view of the strain ellipses calculated from all the possible three point group- 
ings of the data. 
Figure 6: Contoured map view of ellipticities of strain ellipses calculated from the near- 
neighbor triangles case. 
Figure 7: Contoured map view of ellipticities of strain ellipses calculated from all the possi- 
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DISPLACEMENT DISTRIBUTION IN THE CORDILLERA 
OF WESTERN NORTH AMERICA 
M. W.Elison 
Department of Geological Sciences 
Northwestern University 
Evanston 11. 60201 
Introduction 
This paper presents an analysis of the timing, amount and rate of continental margin deformation, 
exclusive of accreted terranes, and of the horizontal and vertical distribution of displacements within the 
continental margin. Possible models of the relationship between deformation recorded in the foreland fold 
and thrust belt and deformation recorded in areas underlain by sialic crust to the west of the foreland are 
considered. 
Studies along the western North American Cordillera from Nevada to southern British Columbia 
demonstrate striking structural similarity, not only within the foreland fold and thrust belt, but also in 
areas to  the west. Examination of foreland shortening for six positions along the Cordillera indicate that 
displacement magnitude decreases regularly from north to south. Concomitant with the decrease in dis- 
placement magnitude, the width of the area between the eastern limit of accreted terranes and the 
craton-shelf hinge increases. The north to  south increase in width of this area is consistent when the 
effects of Tertiary extension are removed. 
The western part of the continental margin, east of accreted terranes, contains evidence for crustal 
thickening contemporaneous with horizontal shortening in the adjacent foreland. Basement contraction, 
resulting in crustal thickening and decreasing width of the continental margin west of the craton-shelf 
hinge, is localized in areas underlain by previously deformed transitional continental crust. Contraction of 
cover strata occurs at and east of the craton-shelf hinge. Shortening of deep crustal levels in the western 
portion of the continental margin and crustal thickening may balance cover shortening in the foreland to 
the east. Calculations, based on foreland displacement magnitude and crustal thickening to the west 
demonstrate the feasibility of such a kinematic connection between these areas. 
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Important conclusions of this study are that displacements within the continental margin are both 
horizontally and vertically distributed, that variations in horizontal displacements in the foreland corre- 
late with variations in crustal thickening to the west, and that deformation of basement rocks is restricted 
’ to areas of previously deformed transitional continental crust: the craton maintains its integrity. 
The Continental Margin 
The western North American cordillera consists of two fundamentally different groups of rocks, 
those that  are and always have been part of the North American continent and those that are partially or 
entirely exotic to the continent. The first group occupies an inboard position with respect to  the second 
and includes continental crust, transitional crust, and sediment deposited thereupon and generally derived 
from the continent. The second group lies athwart the present plate boundary and includes oceanic and 
island arc basement and affiliated sediments as well as pieces of continental material of unknown deriva- 
tion. 
The exotic terranes accreted to North America a t  various times during the Phanerozoic and 
represent far-traveled masses with deformational and thermal histories distinct from the North American 
continent and from one another. The motion of these terranes can only be inferred from displaced faunal 
assemblages, paleomagnetic anomalies and long-distance lithic correlations. The complex and divergent 
histories of these terranes coupled with the difficulty of determining their origin, plate tectonic setting and 
displacement path precludes a simple model of the deformational processes involved. 
In contrast, rocks that have always been part of the North American continent, although often all- 
chthonous, are not far-traveled and display marked similarity in deformational and thermal history. The 
ability to infer the original position of these rocks and their historical affiliation with a single plate allow 
analysis of the kinematics of continental margin deformation. Therefore, we make a distinction between 
the morphologic edge of the North American plate and the continental margin defined herein as the 
western limit of continental crust of North America, sediments deposited on continental North America 
and rocks initially or secondarily modified or derived from the North American continent. 
As so defined, the continental margin of western North America was initiated during a late Protero- 
zoic rifting event in which a continental fragment of unknown size drifted away from the newly formed 
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North American continental margin. West of a hinge zone, the continental crust that  had been thinned 
and faulted during the rifting event subsided and accumulated sediment. Thus, by the beginning of 
Phanerozoic time a passive continental margin occupied western North America. Although accretion of 
terranes to portions of the western margin of North America occurred during Paleozoic time, the passive 
margin persisted until at least the Early Triassic when transition to  the active margin extant today 
occurred. Paleozoic accretion did not result in pervasive deformation of the continental margin and only 
locally interrupted passive margin sedimentation. 
Following formation of an active margin, and predominantly in the Jurassic and Cretaceous, the 
majority of exotic terranes accreted to  western North America and the continental margin underwent per- 
vasive deformation that extended well east of the Paleozoic hinge and permanently terminated shelf sedi- 
mentation. Due to the accretion of terranes of various size at different times and positions the morphologic 
edge of North America grew sporadically westward accompanied by a westward shifting plate boundary. 
Although terrane accretion was distributed both temporally and spatially along the western margin of 
North America, and, thus, the history of accretion varies as a function of position, the deformation of the 
continental margin is remarkably similar over large areas and occurred in roughly synchronous pulses. The 
suggestion that accretion of terranes was not the cause of continental deformation and that both may 
have been manifestations of the same plate margin phenomena justifies an examination of continental 
margin deformation exclusive of accreted terranes. 
The continental margin, as defined above, is bounded to the west by tectonic contacts with accreted 
terranes. To the east, the continental margin merges smoothly into the cratonic heart of North America. 
The continental margin can be divided into two distinct provinces (Fig. 1). A foreland, consisting of 
imbricated and folded sheets of continentally derived platform and shelf strata, occurs inboard of a hinter- 
land composed of plutonic rocks, metamorphic rocks of varied age and protolith, and continentally 
affiliated strata of the outer shelf and adjacent oceanic basin. Common usage often includes accreted ter- 
ranes within the hinterland; we refer to the belt of variable width between the foreland and the eastern 
limit of accreted terranes as the continental hinterland. 
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T h e  Foreland Fold  and Thrust Belt  
Extending continuously from the southern United States to northern Canada, the Cordilleran fore- 
land thrust belt is one of the most continuous geologic provinces in the World. The eastern or inboard 
boundary of the continental margin is defined at the western limit of undeformed platformal cover of the 
North American craton. Various structural geometries occur at the transition between the thrust belt and 
undeformed craton, but a synclinal trough is often developed at the eastern deformation front of the 
thrust belt and may be paired with an anticlinal arch farther east. The synclinal trough may result from 
flexure of the continental crust beneath the load of emplaced thrust sheets (Jordan, 1981; Lorenz, 1982), 
from monoclinal draping of cover strata above the termination of a blind thrust (Woodward, 1981, 1982), 
or from tectonic wedging of the thrust belt into the platformal cover and formation of a triangle zone 
(Price, 1981, 1986; Jones, 1982). The eastern margin of the foreland thrust belt describes several salients 
and recesses (Fig. 1) that are geographically related to the presence of foreland basement uplifts or paleo- 
geographic declivities in the continental margin. 
In the central United States segment of the Cordillera thrust belt, the eastern boundary of the 
deformed belt can not be determined by the juxtaposition of deformed and undeformed strata because 
Laramide Rocky Mountain foreland basement uplifts overlap or coincide with the eastern margin of thrust 
belt deformation (Beutner, 1977; Perry and others, 1983). The position of the deformation front and rela- 
tionship between the thrust belt and uplifts have been clarified by seismic reflection profiles and drill holes 
(Perry and others, 1983; Lopez and Schmidt, 1985; Blackstone, 1977; Dixon, 1982) suggesting that fore- 
land basement uplifts have little influence on the geometry of displacement termination, but apparently 
influence the orientation of thrust belt structures (Brandon, 1984; Perry and others, 1983). They may also 
influence the position, timing and spacing of thrusts (Kopania, 1985; Blackstone, 1977) although these 
effects are not universally accepted (Woodward, 1986). 
The salient in the thrust belt in west-central Montana, the only major irregularity in the eastern 
margin of the thrust belt north of the zone of foreland basement uplifts, is coincident with an embayment 
in the Proterozoic continental margin that is the Belt basin (Harrison and others, 1974). Bounded to the 
south by the Lemhi arch (Ruppel, 1985), Salmon River arch (Armstrong, 1975), and the Dillon basement 
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block (Gieger, 1985), this Proterozoic embayment in the continental margin allowed the thrust belt defor- 
mation front to migrate well east of its position to the north and south (Woodward, 1981, 1982). 
The thrust belt deformation front has a smooth arcuate trace where not affected by irregularities in 
the pre-existing continental margin or foreland basement uplifts. Therefore, as suggested by Beutner 
(1977) more than a decade ago, the sinuous trace of the eastern margin is not an inherent feature of the 
thrust belt but rather an inherited one. 
The thrust belt, in addition to its length and continuity, is notable for its remarkably consistent 
structural geometry. Many of the generally accepted "rules" of thrust belt development have their origin 
in studies of the North American Cordillera (Boyer and Elliott, 1982; Royse and others, 1975; Price, 1981; 
Dahlstrom, 1977; Allmendinger, in press). At  the surface, the foreland thrust belt is characterized by 
imbricate thrust sheets, fault accommodation folds, and cataclasis on fault surfaces. In addition, it has 
been observed that thrust faults cut upsection in the direction of displacement and, with a few notable 
exceptions (Allmendinger, 1981; Royce, 1985; Lamerson, 1982), develop from west to  east such that the 
oldest thrust is the westernmost and structurally highest thrust in the belt whereas, the easternmost and 
structurally lowest thrust is youngest (Armstrong and Oriel, 1965; Price and Mountjoy, 1970; Royse and 
others, 1975; Price, 1981; Woodward, 1981, 1986; Allmendinger, 1981; Perry and Sando, 1982; Lamerson, 
1982). Seismic reflection profiling and drilling within the foreland thrust belt have shown that  in the sub- 
surface major thrust faults have ramp and flat geometry and sole into a basal decollement (Dixon, 1982; 
Royse and others, 1975; Perry and others, 1983; Allmendinger and others, 1986). Although the basal 
decollement occurs within the platform cover sequence locally, and generally climbs to  higher strati- 
graphic levels from west to  east across the foreland, the decollement is at the contact between platformal 
cover strata and crystalline basement throughout the majority of the foreland in Canada (Price, 1981), 
Montana (Harrison and others, 1980), and Wyoming and Utah (Royse and others, 1975; Dixon, 1982). 
These characteristics lead to  similar structural style throughout the foreland thrust belt and imply that 
the belt records about 50% shortening overall (Royse and others, 1975). Moreover, individual thrust 
sheets contain similar stratigraphic packages and undergo increasing total displacement from east to 
west. Although these characteristics do not all exist a t  each position within the foreland thrust belt, 
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together they uniquely define the belt. 
The For eland-Hinterland Transition 
The western margin of the foreland thrust belt, the transition from foreland to continental hinter- 
land, is a diffuse and variably defined zone. The continental hinterland contains crystalline basement rocks 
in thrust sheets or nappes, plutons with chemistry indicative of continental crustal derivation or contami- 
nation, and structures of variable vergence and propagation history. The continental hinterland is charac- 
terized by more ductile deformation than the foreland, indicated by recumbent isoclinal folds, sheath folds 
and mylonitized fault zones. Although these characteristics together define the hinterland as a province 
distinct from the foreland and allow the surface trace of the transition to be approximately located, none 
individually defines the boundary between foreland and hinterland everywhere. For example, plutons such 
as the Boulder Batholith (Hyndman and others, 1975; Hyndman, 1979; Hamilton and Myers, 1974) occur 
in areas with character more typical of foreland than hinterland and crystalline basement is not always 
present near the transition. 
At  the surface, the transition from foreland to hinterland commonly occurs across an anticline- 
syncline pair of multikilometer amplitude. In Canada and northern Montana, the Purcell anticlinorium is 
flanked to the west by the Kootenay arc across a large-amplitude monoclinal step (Price, 1981; Monger 
and others, 1985). In western Utah and eastern Nevada, anticlinal nappe piles associated with the 
Willard-Paris thrust system (Bruhn and Beck, 1981; Schirmer, 1985) occur east of the Sublet and Confu- 
sion Range synclines (Armstrong, 1982). In both areas, slices of crystalline basement rock occur within the 
anticlinoria. The Malton gneiss and several smaller gneiss bodies are in the hangingwall to the Purcell 
thrust in the Selwyn Range of British Columbia (Mountjoy and Forest, 1986; Leonard, 1984; McDonough 
and Simony, 1984) and the Farmington complex occupies a similar position with respect to an anticlinal 
nappe pile in central Utah (Bruhn and Beck, 1981). Crystalline basement also occurs in thrust sheets near 
the Idaho-Montana border southeast of the Idaho batholith (Skipp, 1985). With the exception of west- 
central Montana, the transition from foreland to hinterland also marks the eastern limit of abundant plu- 
tonic rocks. The foreland-hinterland boundary at the surface is, therefore, marked by a large west-facing 
monocline, involvement of crystalline rocks in thrust sheets, and the occurrence of plutons. 
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Abundant plutonism and basement involvement in thrust sheets imply that the transition from fore- 
land to hinterland represents a boundary between areas underlain by undeformed crystalline basement 
and areas underlain by deformed basement. In Canada, the western margin of undeformed basement has 
been located by the truncation of a magnetic fabric associated with basement rocks beneath the foreland 
and craton (Price, 1981; Mongerand others, 1985). The truncation occurs near the large-amplitude mono- 
clinal step that marks the surface trace of the hinterland-foreland boundary. In southern British Colum- 
bia, northern Washington and Idaho, and Utah and Nevada, deep seismic reflection profiles (Allmendinger 
and others, 1986; Hauser and others, 1987; Potter and others, 1986; Klemperer and others, 1987) have 
revealed that the hinterland is underlain by basement rocks that exhibit a seismic fabric or are entirely 
non-reflective, whereas, the foreland and craton are underlain by basement characterized by diffuse 
diffractions. The difference in seismic fabric may indicate a transition from undeformed to deformed cry- 
stalline basement. Provided that the change in seismic character of deep crustal levels and the truncation 
of magnetic fabrics represent the western limit of undeformed basement the hinterland-foreland boundary 
can be located geophysically a t  depth. 
In two widely spaced COCORP seismic reflection profiles (Potter and others, 1986; Allmendinger 
and others, 1986), west-dipping reflectors continuous to  deep crustal levels are present and offset by deeply 
penetrating east-dipping reflectors within the continental hinterland. Although the west-dipping reflectors 
may owe their orientation to rotation on east-dipping surfaces and may be entirely Cenozoic features, the 
possibility remains that  these reflectors are zones of displacement transfer from deep crustal levels in the 
hinterland to shallow levels in the foreland (Allmendinger and others, 1986). It is notable that the west- 
dipping reflectors in Nevada and Utah occur beneath the surface trace of the hinterland-foreland boun- 
dary (Allmendinger and others, 1986). 
The Continental Hinterland 
The width of the continental hinterland at depth between the zone of displacement transfer to the 
foreland and the western limit of continental basement varies considerably along the strike of the Cordil- 
lera (Fig. 1). The continental hinterland is approximately 550km wide across western Utah and eastern 
Nevada, but narrows to  less than lOOkm in west-central Idaho. The continental hinterland widens to 
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>300km in northern Washington and narrows again to the north where the Shuswap metamorphic com- 
plex and the continental hinterland are roughly coextensive. These variations in the width of the continen- 
tal hinterland correlate a t  different positions with different amounts of Tertiary extension, salients in the 
Cretaceous magmatic arc and declivities in the inherited continental margin. We suggest below that the 
variation in continental hinterland width also correlates with the amount of shortening in the adjacent 
segment of the foreland thrust belt. 
Preserved cover strata in the continental hinterland rarely include the upper portion of the strati- 
graphic section. Where such strata are present they are little deformed. In Eastern Nevada regional con- 
cordance of upper Paleozoic and Tertiary strata (Armstrong, 1972; Gans and Miller, 1983) demonstrates 
the lack of deformation at high stratigraphic levels. The vergence of structures, overwhelmingly eastward 
in the foreland thrust belt, varies across the continental hinterland. Variable vergence is represented by 
large fan structures in Canada (Brown and Tippett, 1978; Pel1 and Simony, 1984; Garwin and others, 
1987; Dechense and others, 1984) and reported from the Snake Range and eastern continental hinterland 
of Utah (Miller and others, in press; Allmendinger and Jordan, 1984; Allmendinger and others, 1985). 
West-verging structures including, thrust faults (Elison, 1987), kilometer scale folds (Hyndman, 1979), and 
shear zones (Murphy, 1985; Brown and others 1986), occur preferentially near the western margin of the 
continental hinterland. 
The continental hinterland contains multiple plutons and most of the belt of metamorphic core com- 
plexes from the Shuswap metamorphic complex in British Columbia to the Snake Range of Nevada 
(Armstrong, 1982). In the United States, the Cretaceous magmatic arc crosses the western edge of the con- 
tinental hinterland from an outboard position in the southern and central United States and in Canada to 
a position within the continental hinterland in western Montana and Idaho. Where Tertiary extension has 
exposed high grade metamorphic rocks, the contact between high grade rocks and overlying strata is often 
a mylonitic detachment (Rhodes and Hyndman, 1984; Snoke and Miller, 1988) and in some cases this 
detachment is demonstrably Mesozoic (Bickford and others, 1985; Journeay and Brown, 1986). 
Analogous to  the foreland where details vary, but the thrust belt as a whole displays a characteristic 
structural geometry, the continental hinterland is similar in general character for at least 1500km along its 
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north-south trend. Similarities of different portions of the continental hinterland include; variably vergent 
*t  n i c  tures in cover strata with large-scale west-verging structures, little deformation of shallow strati- 
graphic levels where exposed, abundant plutonism and metamorphism, and occurrence of mylonitic 
detachment zones. 
The continental hinterland is bounded to the west by tectonic contacts with accreted terranes. At 
the surface this contact is marked by the juxtaposition of continentally derived shelf strata or strata tran- 
sitional between the passive margin shelf on the east with basinal strata, volcanic arc rocks, arc platform 
and fringe sediments, and oceanic crust and cover on the west. The time of attachment of the easternmost 
terrane to North America varies from Mississippian in Nevada and central Idaho (Silberling and Roberts, 
1962; Isaacson and McFaddan, 1984; Dover, 1980; Davis, 1984; Marshall and Myers, 1984; McFaddan, 
1985), and possibly also in parts of British Columbia (Gehrels and Smith, 1987; Gordey and others, 1987; 
Mortensen and others, 1987), to  Cretaceous in western Idaho (Hyndman, 1979; Hyndman and Alt, 1987; 
Sutter and others, 1984). At depth, the western limit of the continental hinterland is defined by the isoto- 
pic systematics of plutonic rocks presumed to sample deep crustal levels. Variations in initial isotopic 
ratios allow determination of the westernmost plutons that were derived from or contaminated by con- 
tinental crustal material. According to arguments by Kistler and Peterman (1973, 1978) rocks with 
87Sr/ Sr > 0.706 initial ratios indicate derivation from or contamination by continental material. The 
87Sr/86Sr = 0.706 initial ratio isopleth (Fig. 1) has been delimited in Nevada (Kistler, 1983; in press), in 
86 
Oregon, Washington, and Idaho (Armstrong and others, 1977; Babcock and others, 1985), and in southern 
British Columbia (Parrish, 1981; Ewing, 1981). The edge of continental crust as defined by Sr isotopes is 
generally collaborated by other geochemical characteristics (Farmer and Depaolo, 1983; Lee and others, 
1981; Miller and Bradfish, 1980). 
West of the continental margin, crystalline basement is non-continental in isotopic character and 
probably affiliated with accretionary events (see for example Speed, 1979; Monger, 1985; Monger and oth- 
ers, 1985). The western limit of the continental margin as defined at the surface and at depth generally 
coincide. Accreted terranes extend well east of the isotopically defined western edge of continental base- 
ment in only two areas. In Nevada, the Roberts Mountains allochthon extends roughly lOOkm inboard 
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86 from the 87Sr/ Sr = 0.706 line (Speed e t  al, in press). Exposures of near shore carbonate strata beneath 
t h e  Roberts Mountains allochthon at the 87Sr/ Sr = 0.706 line in north-central Nevada (Elison, 1987) 
document the original western extent of Paleozoic shelf strata. In northern Washington and southern Brit- 
ish Columbia, where accreted terranes also extend inboard of the western continental margin, a similar 
situation has been inferred (Halwas and Simony, 1986; Orr, 1985). Accreted terranes extending east of the 
edge of continental basement were detached from their basement and thrust across the outer shelf strata 
and subjacent transitional continental crust. The position of the boundary between continent and accreted 
terranes is, thus, diffuse and varies with depth. 
86 
Displacement Timing, Magnitude and Rate in the Foreland Thrust Belt 
The existence of paleogeographic or tectonic irregularities that correlate with each of the salients or 
recesses in the eastern margin of the thrust belt suggests that the salients and recesses are not related to 
variations in the amount of displacement along the trend of the thrust belt. This conclusion is supported 
by estimates of displacement for several segments of the Cordilleran thrust belt (Table 1). These estimates 
suggest a continuous decrease in total foreland thrust belt displacement from north to south independent 
of the position of salients in the deformation front. Total displacement varies smoothly along the thrust 
belt, but shortening strain is heterogeneous due to preexisting irregularities (for example, Woodward, 
1986). The implication is that the displacement magnitude is independent of the preexisting geometry of 
the continental margin, but that the location and magnitude of shortening are strongly influenced by that 
geometry. 
The time span during which foreland thrust belt deformation occurred probably varies along the 
thrust belt. Dating the time at which deformation ceased is straightforward and relatively precise. On the 
other hand, constraining the age of onset of foreland thrusting has been more difficult and in some cases 
controversial (compare Wiltschko and Dorr, 1983; Heller and others, 1986). 
Overlapping strata constrain the frontal portion of the thrust belt in Canada and northern Montana 
to have ceased displacement by late Eocene or early Oligocene time (Price, 1981; Bally, 1984). Similarly, 
igneous dikes that cross-cut the Steinbach and Eldorado thrusts in the eastern part of the northern 
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Montana thrust belt give KfAr ages of 46.3 and 58.3 Ma. (Mudge and Earhart, 1980). The youngest 
cleformed strata in northern Montana and Canada constrain the McConnel and Lewis thrusts to be 
younger than latest Cretaceous (Price, 1981; Winston and Woods, 1986). 
Perhaps the best technique for determining the history of the foreland thrust belt at any position is 
analysis of foreland basin subsidence and sedimentation. The subsidence history of foreland basins is 
theoretically related to the history of loading by thrust sheets (Jordan, 1981; Speed and Sleep, 1982) and 
thus the time of basin subsidence should relate to  the time of thrusting. Moreover, uplift inherent in 
thrust sheet emplacement provides a source of coarse material to  the foreland basin and dating the strati- 
graphic succession of synorogenic conglomerates provides estimates of the times of thrusting. Basin sub- 
sidence curves have been used to constrain the age of thrusting in the Idaho-Wyoming-Utah thrust belt 
(Heller and others, 1986) and foreland basin stratigraphy has provided further constrain there (Royse and 
others, 1975; Wiltshcko and Dorr, 1983; Heller and others, 1986) and in British Columbia (Thompson, 
1979; Price, 1981). 
A method for dating the motion on individual thrusts is to radiometrically date, by the K/Ar 
method, illites and potash bentonites that  form in strata overridden by thick thrust sheets (Hoffman and 
others, 1976; Aronson and Elliott, 1985). Because the minerals dated were formed by imposition of the 
thrust sheet, they provide constraints on the timing of thrust motion. 
Given the above constraints, i t  is possible to estimate the time period of thrust belt formation in 
different segments of the thrust belt and derive the apparent rate of displacement for these segments. 
Deformation periods for the entire thrust belt and smaller portions or individual thrusts where available 
are shown in Table 1 along with the derived displacement rates. It is apparent from this table that the 
displacement in the foreland thrust belt of western North America ceased by about 50 to 55mybp. The 
table suggests that  the onset of displacement varied by over 50 million years between about 150mybp and 
100mybp. A dominant feature of the displacement rate calculations is that  rates calculated for shorter 
time periods are invariably higher than rates for the thrust belt as a whole at the same location. This pat- 
tern may represent sporadic periods of thrust development and displacement interspersed with periods of 
quiescence throughout a segment of the thrust belt. Sporadic thrusting is supported by evidence from fore- 
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land basins in British Columbia, Utah, and Wyoming (Thompson, 1979; Heller and others, 1986; 
\\'iltshkco and Dorr, 1983) where pulses of synorogenic conglomerate deposition are separated by times of 
l i t t le  sedimentation. If these pulses of sedimentation correspond to  pulses of thrusting and if times of little 
or no coarse clastic sedimentation record times of no thrusting, then the time period over which active 
thrust displacement occurred is reduced and the rate of displacement for the entire foreland thrust belt 
approaches the rate of its parts. The difference between individual thrust displacement rates and thrust 
belt displacement rates provides an estimate of the relative length of active and quiescent periods. 
Variations in active displacement rates through time are evident in the Idaho-Wyoming-Utah seg- 
ment of the thrust belt where individual thrusts apparently displaced at different rates; the youngest 
thrusts generally displacing the most rapidly (Table 1). Sporadic thrust displacement is also indicated by 
the low displacement rate of the entire belt relative to the rates of the individual thrusts. Some of the 
variability in displacement rates is undoubtably a result of poorly constrained displacement period. This is 
particularly evident in the case of the Willard/Paris thrust that  has 0.55 mm/yr to >1.5 mm/yr of dis- 
placement dependent on the interpretation of displacement onset age. 
Displacement Timing, Magnitude and Rate in the Continental Hinterland 
The magnitude of horizontal displacement within the continental hinterland is difficult to constrain 
in part because of the complexity of structures of variable vergence and in part because of the masking 
effects of metamorphism and plutonism. Transcurrent and extensional deformation that occurred synchro- 
nously or later than compressional deformation at various positions within the Cordillera, and Paleozoic 
accretionary events that  deformed the outer portions of the hinterland prior to the onset of major contrac- 
tion have created structures that complicate analysis of contractional displacement. The hinterland, how- 
ever, contains abundant plutonic and metamorphic rock and radiometric dating of deformed and unde- 
formed crystalline rocks allows the period of displacement to be constrained. Furthermore, the magnitude 
of vertical displacements can be better constrained within the hinterland than within the foreland because 
mineralogic assemblages in metamorphic terranes allow the temperature-pressure conditions of metamor- 
phism to be determined. Recent studies of metamorphic core complexes (Snoke and Miller, 1988; Miller 
and others, 1988; Journeay and Brown, 1986; Dallmeyer and others, 1986) have demonstrated Mesozoic 
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tectonic, metamorphic, and plutonic histories in many of these complexes. Table 2 gives depth and age 
relations for metamorphic rocks, plutons and mylonite zones affiliated with the metamorphic core com- 
plexes and surrounding areas of the continental hinterland. 
The time period over which metamorphism, deformation, and plutonism occurred in the continental 
hinterland varies along the trend of the North American Cordillera. Jurassic metamorphism is known 
from several core complexes (Dallmeyer and others, 1986; Archibald and others, 1983) and Jurassic pluton- 
ism and deformation are also prevalent in the hinterland of Canada and Utah and Nevada (Allmendinger 
and others, 1985; Journeay and Brown, 1986; Parrish and Wheeler, 1983; Miller and others, 1988; Parkin- 
son, 1985; Fox and others, 1977). No evidence for Jurassic plutonism, metamorphism or deformation has 
been found in the central Idaho portion of the hinterland. Cretaceous plutonism and deformation are dis- 
tributed along the entire length of the continental hinterland (Armstrong and Suppe, 1973; Moore and 
McKee, 1983; Miller and Engels, 1975; Parkinson, 1985; Silberman and McKee, 1971) and Tertiary 
metamorphism and uplift associated with metamorphic core complexes (Howard, 1971; 1980; Snoke, 1980; 
Miller, 1980; Dallmey,er and others, 1986; Dokka and others, 1986; Parkinson, 1985; Corbett and Simony, 
1984; Halwas and Simony, 1986; Read and Brown, 1981) has long been recognized. 
The rates of vertical displacement of hinterland rocks vary considerably, in part due to poorly con- 
strained displacement period. Vertical displacement during the late Jurassic through late Cretaceous dur- 
ing primarily contractile deformation apparently occurred at higher rates than during Tertiary extension. 
Moreover, vertical displacement rates in the continental hinterland are less than rates of horizontal dis- 
placements in adjacent foreland regions. Modern models of continental margin deformation generally con- 
sider that  the displacement of cover strata above undeformed continental crust in the foreland is balanced 
by deformation of transitional crust in the hinterland (Brown and others, 1986; Monger and others, 1985; 
Speed and others, 1988; Allmendinger, in press). Although these models vary somewhat in detail, a salient 
point is that  horizontal shortening and concomitant thickening occurs in hinterland basement that is 
detached from cover strata. Cover strata shortens farther to the east in the foreland fold and thrust belt. 
Given the current width of the continental hinterland between the eastern limit of accreted terranes and 
the zone of displacement transfer to the foreland and given the magnitude of horizontal displacements 
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within the foreland, the amount of hinterland thickening that would result from balanced shortening can 
he estimated. If transitional crust deformed in plane strain, the amount of crustal thickening (Th) neces- 
say!- to balance a given amount of foreland shortening (Sf) is given by 
1.0 + Sf/Wh = Th, 
where Wh is the current width of the continental hinterland and Th is the ratio of the deformed hinter- 
land crustal thickness to the initial hinterland crustal thickness. Table 3 gives predicted values of hinter- 
land thickening for various positions along the western North American Cordillera. Not surprisingly, the 
predicted thickening decreases from north to south along the Cordillera, in part due to decreasing 
amounts of foreland shortening and in part due to increasing width of the continental hinterland. Obvi- 
ously, Tertiary extension, most prominent in the Great Basin, but known to extend along the entire con- 
tinental hinterland from southern Nevada to British Columbia, has altered the post-contractional width of 
the continental hinterland. This extension was taken into account in the calculation of predicted shorten- 
ing (Table 3). Amounts of Tertiary extension at various points along the western Noth American Cordil- 
lera were taken as follows: 20% across southern British Columbia (Okulitch, 1985), 40% across northern 
Washington and Idaho, 70% across the northernmost Great Basin at 42' N (Wells and Heller, 1988), and 
100% across the central Great Basin at 40' N (Speed and others, 1988; Bogen and Schweickert, 1985). 
The north to  south increase in Tertiary extension is demonstrated by rotations of outboard terranes deter- 
mined paleomagnetically (Wells and Heller, 1988; Bogen and Schweickert, 1985). Removing the values of 
extension cited above from the current width of the continental hinterland results in more uniform con- 
tinental hinterland width along the cordillera. 
DISCUSSION 
It is evident from Table 3 that  the amount of crustal thickening predicted for British Columbia and 
for the Great Basin are not unreasonable. In both locations, crystalline basement is locally exposed at the 
surface and seismic reflection profiles indicate crustal thicknesses of 30 to 40 km. The implication is that 
it is conceivable that foreland shortening of cover strata is accommodated by shortening of basement in 
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the hinterland. 
Table 3 shows only the predicted magnitude of crustal thickening in the continental hinterland. The 
rate at which this thickening proceeds, relative to horizontal shortening, however, is dependent on the 
kinematics of deformation. If the transitional continental crust in the hinterland shortens and thickens by 
thrust imbrication, then the relative magnitude of shortening and thickening are related by the dip of the 
imbricating thrusts by 
Th = Shtana, 
where Th is defined above, Sh is the magnitude of hinterland shortening, and Q is the dip of the thrusts. 
Because motion on the thrusts produces thickening and shortening concurrently, the rates of thickening 
and shortening are related by the same proportion. For thrust dip angles between 5 and 25 degrees, the 
ratio of thickening to shortening and of thickening rate to shortening rate vary from 0.087 to 0.467. Defor- 
mation of the continental hinterland by thrust imbrication has been suggested for the southern British 
Columbia hinterland (Monger and others, 1985; Journeay and Brown, 1986; Brown and others, 1986). 
Thickening by thrust imbrication provides a mechanism to expose high grade metamorphic mineral assem- 
blages at high stratigraphic levels. 
If, on the other hand, transitional continental crust deforms in homogeneously distributed pure shear 
with horizontal contraction and vertical extension, the relative magnitudes and rates of thickening are 
dependent on the initial thickness of transitional crust and the width across which thickening obtains by 
where ti is the initial thickness of hinterland basement and Wh, is the deformed width of the continental 
hinterland. For hinterland aspect ratios > 5.0, the ratio of thickening to shortening and thickening rate 
to shortening rate are < 0.2. Speed and others (1988) have suggested a model along these lines for the 
continental hinterland of the northern Great Basin. In eastern Nevada, where high grade metamorphism 
has effected rocks as young as Permian (Snoke, 1980; Snoke and Miller, 1988), some thrust imbrication is 
necessary. Farther west, rocks as old as Proterozoic are little metamorphosed and basement thickening 
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without imbrication is admissible. 
The amount of crustal thickening predicted for western Montana and east-central Idaho, given the 
restricted width of continental hinterland, appears unrealistically high. This area also differs from the con- 
tinental margin to the north and south in that it is characterized by both plutonism and Tertiary exten- 
sion on west-dipping normal faults extending well east of the foreland-hinterland boundary defined at the 
surface. Moreover, a Proterozoic embayment in the continental margin, the Belt basin, occupied this 
region. The deformation of crystalline basement in this portion of the North American cordillera probably 
extends farther east than elsewhere, based on the plutonism and extensional deformation, and may 
represent the effects of the embayment in the continental margin that contains stretched or faulted transi- 
tional crust below the Belt basin. 
Conclusions 
It is concluded that shortening in cover strata recorded by the foreland thrust belt may be accom- 
modated by shortening and thickening of crystalline basement in the continental hinterland. This conclu- 
sion requires that  displacement within the continental margin is inhomogeneously distributed both hor- 
izontally and vertically and requires detachment of the basement and cover. Furthermore, detachment of 
hinterland basement from crystalline basement beneath the foreland is also required. The coincidence of 
the foreland-hinterland boundary and the craton-shelf hinge, the concentration of plutonism and 
metamorphism in the hinterland, the apparent restriction of basement deformation to the hinterland and 
the restriction of post-contractile extension to the area of previously deformed basement all argue that the 
existence and behavior of transitional continental crust influence the distribution of continental margin 
deformation. Deformation in basement only occurs in areas underlain by continental crust deformed in 
extension and/or contraction. The craton does not deform at  depth and provides a buttress against which 
strata in the foreland thrust belt deforms. 
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TABLE 1. (cont) 
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Figure Captions 
17igure 1. Map of the western North American Cordillera showing structural and thermal features dis- 
cussed in text. Lines with corresponding letters A through F are the locations for which displacement 













IN THE APPALACHIAN MOUNTAINS 
Frederick R. Heck 
Department of Geological Sciences 
Northwestern University 
Introduction 
This paper is a synthesis of the displacement history of rocks in the Appalachian mountains that were tran- 
sported during the late Paleozoic Alleghanian orogeny. The Alleghanian is the youngest of three major tecto- 
nothermal events (Taconic, Acadian, Alleghanian) that built the Appalachian Mountains during the Paleozoic 
Era. The goals of this synthesis are to determine how the magnitudes, directions, and rates of Alleghanian dis- 
placements vary with position in the mountain belt and to make interpretations regarding the causes of such 
variation. The history of Alleghanian displacements is also required to reconstruct the pre-Alleghanian position 
of lithotectonic assemblages, an essential first step in reconstructing the older orogenic events. 
A striking feature of Alleghanian deformation is the position in the orogen of strike-slip deformation. 
Strike-slip displacements parallel to the mountain belt are confined to regions outboard of the buried North 
American craton edge where they occur with compressional displacements normal to the orogen as part of a 
transpressional deformation. Inboard of the craton edge only orogen-normal compressional displacements occur. 
This region of strike-slip displacements is also where Alleghanian high-grade metamorphism and plutonism 
occur in a belt that extends from Georgia to Pennsylvania. We argue that the craton edge and belt of high-grade 
metamorphism and plutonism exerted fundamental controls on the position of orogen-parallel displacements dur- 
ing the Alleghanian. Such relationships may provide criteria for recognizing such features in other mountain 
belts, ancient or modem. 
Timing of Appalachian tectonic events 
The tectonic history of the Appalachians begins in the late Precambrian and Early Cambrian with forma- 
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tion of an east-facing passive margin by rifting and spreading between the North American craton and terranes 
to the east (Rast and Kohles, 1986). Closure of the resulting ocean basin(s) occurred through the Paleozoic and 
gave rise to three major tectonothermal events that built the Appalachian Mountains (Hatcher. 1987; Glover and 
others, 1983). The Taconic orogeny occurred in Middle and Late Ordovician (-480 - 430 Ma, Zen, 1983), the 
Acadian occurred in Early through Late Devonian (-400 - 360 Ma; Zen, 1983) in the northern Appalachians and 
extended into Mississippian time in the southern Appalachians (-380 - 340 Ma, Glover and others, 1983). The 
Alleghanian marked the final closure of the early Paleozoic ocean basin($ with collision of northwest Africa and 
east margin of North America (Arthaud and Maue. 1977; Secor and others, 1986a; Vauchez and others, 1987). 
Estimates of the Alleghanian time interval vary from -300 - 250 Ma (Zen, 1983) to -330 - 230 Ma (Glover and 
others, 1983). We prefer the longer time interval because: 1) the base of the Alleghanian clastic wedge in the 
Valley and Ridge province occurs in rocks of Late Mississippian age (333 +/-22 to 320 +/-21 Ma according to 
Palmer (1983)). 2) a well defined episode of granitoid pluton emplacement occurred in the eastem Piedmont pro- 
vince of the southern and central Appalachians between about 330 and 285 Ma (Sinha and Zietz, 1982) and 
similar plutons with ages of 325 to 275 Ma occur as far north as central Maine (Aleinikoff and others, 1985). 3) 
the Alleghanian metamorphic peak in the southern Appalachians was 315 +/-24 to 295 +/-5 Ma (Dallmeyer and 
others, 1986). 4) metamorphic cooling ages probably related to uplift during broad folding are at least as young 
as 238 Ma in the southern Appalachians (Russell and others, 1985), and 5) compressional deformation followed 
a cooling age of 243 +/-5 Ma in the Honey Hill fault zone in southern Connecticut (Wintsch and Sutter, 1986). 
The Paleozoic orogenic events were followed by Late Triassic to Jurassic rifting and spreading during which 
time extensional structures overprinted and often reactivated Paleozoic structures. 
Alleghanian deformation 
The type area of Alleghanian deformation is the Valley and Ridge province of the southern and central 
Appalachians (Fig. 1) where Cambrian to Permian shallow marine strata are deformed in a foreland fold and 
thrust belt. Signilicant Alleghanian deformation also occurred in the eastern Piedmont of the southern and cen- 
tral Appalachians from Alabama to Pennsylvania. Deep levels of Alleghanian deformation are exposed in the 
eastern Piedmont (>lo - 15 km) whereas Valley and Ridge deformation occurred at shallow levels. The Blue 
Ridge-Inner Piedmont, which was strongly deformed and metamorphosed in the Taconic (less so in the 
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Acadian), mostly escaped Alleghanian deformation and was transported as a semirigid block that overthrust and 
shortened previously undeformed shallow marine strata of the Valley and Ridge (Glover and others, 1983; 
Hatcher, 1987). In the northern Appalachians, where most deformation is Taconic and Acadian, Alleghanian 
effects are mostly confined to the eastern side of the orogen; no Valley and Ridge type fold and thrust belt is 
developed in the west. Deep levels of Alleghanian deformation are exposed as far north as southern New Eng- 
land and shallower levels are exposed to the north in Maine and the Canadian maritime provinces. 
Figures l b  and 2 show the position and timing of Alleghanian structures and deformation phases. The 
northem Appalachians are characterized by dextral transpression in the Alleghanian which, at least in New 
Brunswick and Nova Scotia, also characterizes the transition from Acadian to Alleghanian time but with a some- 
what different shortening direction. In the Acadian-Alleghanian transition dextral strike-slip occurred on north 
to northeast trending faults (Webb, 1969) indicating southwest to west maximum compression. In the 
Alleghanian, dextral strike-slip occurred on east trending major faults (Cobequid-Chedabucto, offshore extension 
of the Bloody Bluff fault, and probably the Martic zone) (Eisbacher. 1970; Webb, 1969; Hill. 1986; Sirnpson 
and others. 1980; Song and Hill, 1988) that transfer displacements at their west ends to northwest or southeast 
verging folds and thrusts (St. John fold and thrust belt, Bloody Bluff-Honey Hill faults, northern Valley and 
Ridge province) (Name, 1986; Smith and Barosh, 1983; Hepburn and others, 1987; Geiser and Engelder, 1983) 
indicating a change to west-northwest - east-southeast maximum compression. The transpressive regime pro- 
duced the Cobequid uplift in Nova Scotia, probably produced a postulated highland (Rast, 1984) along the 
offshore extension of the Bloody Bluff fault, and may be responsible for uplift north of the Martic zone that is 
indicated by a northeast to southwest increase in Alleghanian metamorphic grade (O’Hara, 1986) and exposed 
depth of Alleghanian deformation that occurs from Maine to southern Connecticut and Rhode Island (Ludman, 
1986; Wintsch and Sutter, 1986). In the Late Permian into Triassic time maximum compression directions on 
the Honey Hill fault rotated clockwise from west-northwest - east-southeast to northwest - southeast to north - 
south (Wintsch and Sutter, 1986). Similar clockwise rotations occurred at about the same time in the Valley and 
Ridge in Pennsylvania (Nickelsen, 1979; Geiser and Engelder, 1983) and in the Green Pond outlier in the New 
Jersey Highlands (Mitchell and Forsyth, 1988). 
Dextral transpression during west to northwest maximum shortening also characterizes Alleghanian defor- 
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mation in the Piedmont province of the southern and central Appalachians where Alleghanian plutonism and 
high-grade metamorphism occur in a southwest-northeast trending belt extending from Alabama to Pennsylvania. 
At each of several well-studied localities from Virginia to Alabama the boundary-normal component of tran- 
spression produced one to two generations of northeasterly trending major or minor folds with cleavage at condi- 
tions of upper greenschist to amphibolite grade metamorphism. In the eastern Piedmont, orogen-parallel dextral 
strikeslip on northeast trending mylonite zones (eg., the Hylas, Nutbush Creek, Hollister. Modoc, Towaliga, and 
Goats Rock zones) mostly follows the folding and is often localized along the limbs of earlier major folds 
(Bobyarchick and Glover, 1979; Farrar, 1985; Secor and others. 1986b). Farther west. near the western limit of 
strike-slip displacement at the Inner Piedmont-Blue Ridge boundary, strike-slip displacements are older and pre- 
cede 'or are synchronous with boundary normal compression (Brevard zone, Bowens Creek zone, Brookneal 
zone) (Gates and others, 1986; Gates. 1987; Edelman and others, 1987; Vauchez, 1987; Steltenpohl and others, 
1988). Alleghanian deformation also occurs along steep mylonite zones in the Kings Mountain Belt (Horton and 
others, 1987). Although the kinematics of these zones is not worked out, their age and orientation suggest they 
too experienced dextral-uanspressive displacements. 
Alleghanian deformation in the Valley and Ridge province is due to west to northwest compression with 
no component of orogen parallel strike-slip displacement. The Valley and Ridge province is a foreland fold and 
thrust belt in which displacements propagated westward above a regional detachment that overlies the craton and 
extends east beneath the Inner Piedmont-Blue Ridge thrust sheet to the Kings Mountain Belt (Cook, 1979; Boyer 
and Elliot, 1982). The southern Valley and Ridge is characterized by numerous thrust sheets whereas in the 
central Valley and Ridge few thrusts break the surface although they are known to core anticlines and merge at 
depth in a regional detachment (Kulander and Dean, 1986. This change in style reflects greater shortening in 
the southern Valley and Ridge. There is also a change in structural trend from north-northeast in the central 
Appalachians to northeast in the southern Appalachians. The trend change occurs in the Roanoke recess where 
maximum compression directions rotate counter-clockwise from N10-30W to N50-70W to N85W (Dean and 
others, 1988). In the southernmost Appalachians of Alabama there is a clockwise rotation of maximum 
compression directions from west-northwest - east-southeast to northwest-southeast to north-south g u l l ,  1984). 
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Magnitudes, directions, and rates of Alleghanian displacements 
Magnitudes of Alleghanian displacement due to northwest-southeast shortening are best known in the Val- 
ley and Ridge fold and thrust belt where magnitudes are determined from balanced cross-sections and/or 
deformed versus undeformed line lengths. Displacement directions are assumed to be parallel to the cross- 
sections that trend about normal to strike. The magnitudes and directions are given with respect to undeformed 
North American continent For example, the Blacksburg, Virginia cross-section (section 3, Fig. lb) estimates 
Valley and Ridge shortening between the undeformed continent and the trailing edge of the Pulaski thrust sheet 
at a point just west of the Blue Ridge-Inner Piedmont thrust sheet. The estimated shortening is the sum of the 
shortening within the Pulaski sheet (ranging from 80 to 136 km with an average of 108 km; Barrholomew, 1987) 
plus the displacement along the Pulaski thrust (100 to 110 km, average 105 km; Bartholomew, 1987) plus the 
shortening due to folds and thrusts below and west of the Pulaski sheet (33 to 59 km. average 46 km; Kulander 
and Dean , 1986). The best pick total shortening is therfore 259 km although the amount could vary by as 
much as 46 km. The displacement direction is taken to be N28W parallel to the cross-section trend which is 
normal to structural trends at Blacksburg. Although nonhwest-southeast Alleghanian shortening clearly occurred 
in the high metamorphic grade eastern Piedmont, no shortening estimates are available because suitable marker 
horizons are absent and Alleghanian effects are difficult to distinguish from older deformations except where 
radiometric ages are available, and in those cases shortening estimates have not been done. The same situation 
applies to the northern Appalachians. 
Alleghanian strike-slip displacements occur only in the Piedmont province in the southern and cenual 
Appalachians and in the easternmost portions of the northern Appalachians. Magnitudes of strike-slip displace- 
ment are determined by the offset of features across the strike-slip zone (eg., plutons, isopach contours, terrane 
boundaries) or by estimates of simple shear strain versus distance across the zone. Displacement directions are 
assumed to be parallel to the fault zone or to mineral elongation iineations if they are present. In all cases the 
magnitudes of strike-slip displacement are more imprecise and poorly constrained than are displacements in the 
Valley and Ridge because: 1) area balancing is not possible as in Valley and Ridge cross-sections, 2) the types 
of offset features have boundaries that are generally unsuitable for precise measurements of offset, 3) unrecog- 
nized dip-slip motions may be present which could result in strike-slip offsets that are apparent and not real, and 
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4) displacement estimates by shear strain versus distance across the shear zone invariably assume simple shear 
alone has occurred with no component of shortening normal to the zone (an invalid assumption in most cases) 
and the position of shear zone boundaries is often poorly constrained. 
Magnitudes and directions of strike-slip displacements are given with respect to a point on the opposite 
si& of the strike-slip zone rather than to undeformed North America. To find the displacement with respect to 
undeformed North America the displacement vector for the fault in question must be added to all orogen-parallel 
and orogen-normal displacement vectors between the fault and undeformed North America (Fig. 3). However, 
the uncertainties in magnitude and direction of such a vector are probably quite large because the procedure 
assumes that all displacement vectors between undeformed North America and the point in question are known. 
The assumption is acceptable for Valley and Ridge displacements but clearly not for the Piedmont or the north- 
em Appalachians where an unknown amount of northwest shortening occurred in the Alleghanian and where all 
zones of strike-slip displacement have probably not been identified or if identified their displacements are not 
always known (eg., the Brevard zone, and others). Therefore, at this time we do not present the strike-slip dis- 
placements with respect to a point on undeformed North America although this clearly is an eventual goal of the 
study. 
As an example of strike-slip displacement estimates, the Brookneal shear zone near Brookneal, Virginia 
(Gates and others, 1986) is about 4 km wide with a shear plane orientation of N40E, 50SE. Shear zone fabrics 
indicate dextral displacement subparallel to the zone. Displacement magnitude is estimated as > 17km by deter- 
mining simple shear strain across the zone according to changing cleavage orientations. The displacement mag- 
nitude is considered to be a minimum because simple shear is heterogeneous across the zone and all areas of 
high simple shear have probably not been recognized. Furthermore, the 4 km width of the zone is probably a 
minimum value. I€ the zone is transpressive, however, a component of shortening normal to the shear plane will 
produce the observed cleavage relations at lower simple shear strains which will in turn reduce the estimated 
strike-slip displacement. Elongate mineral lineations plunge shallowly N50E which when considered with the 
shear plane orientation and dextral sense of shear indicates a small component of up dip displacement. Further- 
more, the Bowen Creek fault zone to the northwest is related to the Brookneal zone and is clearly transpressive 
(Gates, 1987). Therefore, the Brookneal zone probably experienced at least some component of shortening nor- 
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mal to the zone which has the effect of reducing the minimum displacement estimate (although we have no way 
of knowing by how much). The displacement direction of rocks outboard of the Brookneal zone is taken as 
S50W; dextral displacement parallel to the shear zone stretching lineations. 
Rates of Alleghanian displacement are more uncertain than magnitudes and directions due to the added 
uncertainty in the timing of displacement Displacement timing is reasonably well constrained for individual 
structures in the Piedmont province and northern Appalachians because cross-cutting intrusives, metamorphic 
ages. and overlapping strata are common. In the Valley and Ridge however, such features do not occur; timing 
of deformation cannot be evaluated independently at different positions so the province must be treated as a sin- 
gle package with respect to time interval of deformation. Good estimates of the time of Valley and Ridge 
deformation are provided by recently published WAR illitization ages (303 +/-13 Ma to 265 +/-13 Ma) from the 
Valley and Ridge and Plateau provinces of Alabama, Tennessee, Kentucky, and Virginia (Elliot and Aronson, 
1987). These ages are compatible with stratigraphic constraints on timing of deformation. They follow and 
partly overlap the ages of early Alleghanian clastic wedge strata that were deposited in the Valley and Ridge 
during uplift to the east and later deformed as Alleghanian displacements migrated westward. Also, the age of 
the youngest preserved unit affected by Alleghanian deformation, the Dunkard Group (286 +/-I2 Ma to 266 +/- 
17 Ma; Secor and others, 1986a). falls within the time interval of illitization. Deformation of the Dunkard prob- 
ably represents the waning stages of Alleghanian deformation because it is among the westemmost of deformed 
strata and is weakly deformed in broad, open, upright folds. Alleghanian deformation therefore probably ended 
shortly after this interval. A more conservative estimate of the end of Alleghanian deformation in the Valley 
and Ridge is 235 Ma which is about the youngest age of Alleghanian deformation recognized in the Appalachi- 
ans (see above). We therfore use 38 Ma (303 - 265 Ma) as a minimum time interval and 81 Ma (316 - 235 Ma) 
as a maximum time interval of Alleghanian displacement in the Valley and Ridge province. 
Table 1 presents displacement rates of Alleghanian strike-slip and fold/thrust structures for which the 
required displacement magnitude and timing data are available. The displacement rates were determined in the 
following manner. For each point we choose two values of displacement magnitude and two values of time 
interval over which displacement occurred. The two displacement magnitude values are the maximum and 
minimum estimates in the cited reference. If only a single value of displacement was provided in the cited 
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reference we use 25% less and 25% more of the value as minimum and maximum estimates of displacement. 
The two time interval values are the interval which is the best pick estimate in the cited reference and the inter- 
val which equals the best pick plus the uncertainties at each end of the best pick. For example, if the time of 
displacement is given as between 270 +/-15 Ma and 250 +/-lo Ma the two time interval values we use are 20 
Ma (270 - 250 Ma) and 45 Ma (285 - 240 Ma) (see below for how we use them). If the cited reference does 
not provide uncertainties at each end of the best pick time interval, we add 50% of the best pick as a measure of 
uncertainty to obtain the second time interval. Where timing of displacement is given by the age of stratal inter- 
vals (eg., Pennsylvanian age) we use the DNAG best pick ages (Palmer, 1983) for our best pick interval (320 - 
286 = 34 Ma interval for the Pennsylvanian) and add in the uncertainties of the DNAG best picks for a max- 
imum estimate of the displacement time interval (34 + 20 + 12 = 66 Ma). In some cases deformation is 
estimated to begin between two times and end between two other times. For example, deformation began 
between 290-280 Ma and ended between 260-250 Ma. In this case a minimum time interval is 20 Ma (280 - 
260 Ma) and a maximum interval is 40 Ma (290 - 250). These values are used with the maximum and 
minimum displacement magnitudes respectively to determine maximum and minimum displacement rates. The 
best pick time interval for calculating displacement rate is taken as the avervage time interval or 30 Ma. 
The best pick displacement rates in Table 1 are determined by dividing the average displacement by the 
best pick displacement time interval. In the case where displacement occurred within the best pick interval the 
unceminties are given as the difference between the best pick rate and minimum rate which is the minimum 
displacement magnitude divided by the maximum time interval (equal to the best pick time interval plus the 
uncertainties at each end of the best pick interval). For example, assume the displacement magnitude is 60 to 
80 km and the time interval of displacement is between 270 +/-15 Ma and 250 +/-lo Ma. The best pick dis- 
placement rate is 70km / 20Ma or 3.5 mm/yr. The minimum rate is 60km / 45Ma or 1.33 mm/yr. The uncer- 
tainty is therfore 3.5 - 1.33 = 2.17 and the displacement rate is displayed as 3.5 (+/- 2.17) mm/yr. This pro- 
cedure is adopted because in some cases, as in this example, a minimum time interval (which with the max- 
imum displacement magnitude would provide an independent maximum rate) obtained by subtracting the uncer- 
tainties from the best pick interval gives a negative time interval of displacement. In the case where displace- 
ment is constrained to begin within one time interval and end within another the uncertainties are given as the 
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difference between the best pick rate and the minimum and maximum rates. 
In almost all cases the best pick displacement rates represent minimum values because the displacement 
time interval represents the time within which displacement occurred. For example, a fault offsets a pluton 
dated at 270 Ma and is pinned by another pluton dated at 240 Ma. Displacement on the fault occurred over 
some time interval between 270 and 240 Ma. The true rate is therefore greater than the calculated rate which 
considers the entire time interval. The effect is exaggerated because displacement estimates are commonly 
minimum values due to the presence of cleavage and other small scale structures whose shortening effects are 
not considered in the displacement estimate. 
The major problems in determination and interpretation of the Alleghanian displacement rate data are: 1) 
the use of the same time interval for displacements all along the Valley and Ridge, and 2) the relatively poorly 
constrained displacement magnitudes from the Piedmont province. Because displacement timing cannot be 
determined independently for each cross-section in the Valley and Ridge along which displacement magnitudes 
are determined, we must use the same timing data for each cross-section. The time interval of displacement is 
therefore a constant and displacement rates vary directly with displacement magnitude. Our calculated rates are 
therefore greater in the southern than in the central Appalachians because the displacement magnitudes are 
greater in the south. Rates may indeed be greater in the south but it may also be true that deformation there 
occurred over a longer time interval which would tend to equalize the displacement rates. In contrast to the 
Valley and Ridge, displacement time intervals in the Piedmont province are relatively well constrained for indi- 
vidual stuctures because of abundant metamorphic/plutonic ages but estimates of displacement magnitude are 
more uncertain for reasons discussed above. 
Position and shape of early Paleozoic craton margin 
The position and shape of the early Paleozoic craton margin (Fig. lb) is interpreted from both geophysical 
and geological data. In the southern and central Appalachians the margin is marked by a strong gravity gradient 
that indicates thick continental crust to the west and tectonically thinned, attenuated crust to the east (Hatcher 
and Zietz, 1980). The gravity gradient coincides with a regional northeast trending monoclinal flexure in which 
rocks fabrics have shallow dips west of the gradient and steep northwest-southeast dips east of the gradient 
(Pnce and Hatcher, 1983). Reflection seismic data tend to support the interpretation by indicating zones of east 
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dipping reflectors proximal to the position of the gravity gradient (Ando and others, 1983; Nelson and others, 
1985). The strike-parallel shape of the craton margin in the southern and central Appalachians indicated by the 
gravity gradient is also reflected in the change in trend of Alleghanian surface structures, especially the east-west 
trend in southern Pennsylvania. Stratigraphic evidence indicates the shape is inherited from late Precambrian 
rifting (Thomas, 1977) rather than a result of Paleozoic deformation. The west-southwest - east-northeast trend 
of the C r a m  edge in southern Pennsylvania probably caused the clockwise rotations of maximum compression 
axes (see above) during regional west to west-northwest shortening. Rotation of compression axes in Virginia 
and Alabama are also probably due to shortening against the irregular craton edge. 
In the northern Appalachians the gravity data are more ambiguous. However, when considered with sur- 
face geologic data (positions of ophiolites, blueschist metamorphic rocks, melange zones, island arc rocks. e&) a 
reasonable estimate can be made of the position of the craton edge (Zen, 1983). As in the southern and central 
Appalachians, structural trends are parallel to the craton edge indicating it exerted a fundamental control on 
deformation patterns, although in the northern Appalachians the deformation thus controlled was mostly Taconic 
and Acadian in age rather than Alleghanian whose effects were relatively minor in the north, 
An important problem of Appalachian tectonics is the degree to which Mesozoic extension has produced 
the geophysical (and geological?) observations we see today. The marked gravity gradient that defines the cra- 
ton edge is bounded on the east by a northeast trending belt of gravity highs that give way farther east to lower 
gravity values. This gravity trough is commonly assumed to be a Paleozoic structure (eg., a paleosubduction 
zone, Thomas, 1983) but it could mark a belt of deep seated malic intrusions related to Mesozoic extension. 
Nelson and others (1986) present arguments that suggest Mesozoic extension may have played a major role in 
producing present day seismic reflection patterns in the southern and central Appalachians. 
Distribution of Alleghanian strike-slip faults 
The confinement of Alleghanian strike-slip displacements to the region outboard of the craton margin 
where the belt of Alleghanian high-grade metamorphism and plutonism occur suggest that one or both of these 
features may have controlled the position of orogen parallel displacements. The craton margin is a crustal scale 
boundary that separates thick continental crust to the west from tectonically thinned continental cmst or noncon- 
tinental crust to the east. Such a feature is a natural anisotropy for controlling the continentward limit of strike- 
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slip deformation. This influence is enhanced by the change in orientation of preexisting rock fabrics that occurs 
at the margin. Outboard of the craton margin rock fabrics generally have steep northwest-southeast dips due to 
pre-Alleghanian and early AUeghanian shortening subperpendicular to the margin. Inboard of the margin rock 
fabrics in the Blue Ridge-Inner Piedmont thrust sheet and in the Valley and Ridge are more flat lying. Rock 
fabrics outboard of the craton margin were therfore favorably oriented anisotropies for the development of 
Alleghanian strike-slip faults whereas the absence of such anisotropies inboard of the margin prohibited strike- 
slip displacements from propagating inboard of the margin. An exception to this is the Brevard zone which 
experienced dextral slip in the Alleghanian and occurs just inboard of the craton edge. However the Brevard 
zone was a pre-Alleghanian zone of weakness susceptible to reactivation and it does not extend at depth into the 
craton but roots in a subhorizontal Alleghanian detachment above the craton. Furthermore, it is possible that 
the Brevard zone was transported across the craton margin on the Alleghanian detachment after it experienced 
early Alleghanian dextral suike-slip outboard of the margin. 
The coincidence of Alleghanian strike-slip faults with the belt of Alleghanian high-grade metamorphism 
and plutonism suggests a second possible explanation for the position of strike-slip displacements. In this case 
the belt of hot ductile rock acted as an orogen-parallel zone of crustal weakness in which strike-slip displace- 
ments were accomodated in preference to regions of relatively lower heat flow to the west. This explanation 
assumes that the metamorphic-plutonic belt existed as a belt in the Alleghanian rather than extending to the west 
at depth and being exposed today only in the eastern Piedmont, The assumption is probably valid according to 
arguments by Sinha and Zietz (1982) that this belt is an Alleghanian magmatic arc. 
These relationships between the position of Alleghanian strike-slip displacements and the positions of the 
craton margin and metamorphic-plutonic belt suggest criteria for where to seek such features in other oblique 
collisional orogens. The foreland-most strike-slip faults may indicate the position of the subsurface craton edge 
and regions of most abundant strike-slip deformation may correspond to zones of greater thermal activity at 
depth. Similary, the position of the craton edge and zones of high heat flow may be criteria for investigating the 
presence of orogen-parallel strike-slip displacements. We are presently investigating whether such criteria apply 
to active collision zones, or even to other ancient zones. 
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Conclusions 
1. Alleghanian displacement magnitudes in the Appalachian Mountains are reasonably well constrained in the 
Valley and Ridge province but less well constrained in the Piedmont province and northern Appalachians. 
Average shortening of the Valley and Ridge, among the sections we have evaluated, is '218 km with the 
minimum shortening the north (138 km) and the maximum shortening in the south (269 km). Average shorten- 
ing direction in the Valley and Ridge is N45W. Among the strike-slip faults evaluated for displacement rate, 
displacement magnitudes range from 12 to 210 km in the northern Appalachians and >17 to 160 km in the 
southern Appalachians. The average strike-slip displacement direction for the entire orogen is S52W (SSSW in 
the northem Appalachians and S49W in the central and southern Appalachians. 
2. Displacement timing is reasonably well constrained for individual structures in the Piedmont province and 
northern Appalachians but very poorly constrained for individual structures in the Valley and Ridge. The aver- 
age best pick time interval of displacement for individual strike-slip structures is 28.5 Ma. This value is com- 
parable to the best pick time interval for Valley and Ridge shortening (38 Ma) which gives some confidence in 
the more poorly constrained Valley and Ridge value. 
3. Valley and ridge displacement rates vary from north to south from '3.63 to 7.08 mm/yr (5.75 mm/yr aver- 
age). However, comparison of these rates is of questionable value because the same displacement time interval 
must be used in the rate calculations. 
4. Comparison of strike-slip displacement rates along the eastern Appalachians is probably worthwhile because 
displacement timing for individual structures is fairly well constrained and in most cases displacement magni- 
tudes are probably correct within their uncertainties. The range and average of strike-slip displacement rates in 
the northern Appalachians (min. = .74 mm/yr; max. = 5.48 mm/yr; average = 2.79 mrn/yr) is similar to those 
values in the southern Appalachians (min. = >.63 mm/yr; max. = 5.00 mm/yr; average = 2.07 mm/yr). 
5. Orogen-pallel displacements are confined to the region outboard of the Early Paleozoic craton margin in the 
- 13 - 
belt of Alleghanian high-grade metamorphism and plutonism. These relationships may provide criteria for 
recognizing the preexisting craton edge, deep zones of greater thermal activity, or previously unrecognized zones 
of strike-slip faulting in other ancient or modern zones of oblique collision. 
6. Two important problems of Alleghanian/Appalachian tectonics that require further evaluation are: 1) the 
amount of AUeghanian age, orogen-normal shortening in the Piedmont province, and 2) the degree to which 
Mesozoic extension has produced present day geophysical and geological observations that are commonly 
assumed to be due to Paleozoic tectonics. Both of these problems are part of our ongoing research for NASA. 
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Figure Captions 
Figure 1: l a  shows the physiographic provinces of the southern and central Appalachians 
refered to in text. l b  shows the various tectonic features referred to in the text and 
Table 1: 1. Long Range-Cabot fault, 2. Catamaran fault, 3. Bellisle fault, 4. 
Peekaboo-Berry Mills fault, 5. Clover Hill fault, 6. Harvey-Hopewell fault, 7. Hol- 
low fault, 8. Cobequid-Chedabucto fault, 9. St. John fold and thrust belt, 10. 
Norumbega fault, 11. Kingman fault, 12. Kearsarge-central Maine synclinorium, 13. 
Bloody Bluff fault, 14. Lake Char / Clinton-Newbury fault zone. 15. Honey Hill 
fault, 16. Hope Valley shear zone, 17. Narragansett Basin, 18. Martic zone, 19. 
Rosemont shear zone, 20. Baltimore gneiss domes, 21. Hylas shear zone, 22. Brook- 
neal shear zone, 23. Bowens Creek shear zone, 24. Hollister shear zone, 25. Nutbush 
Creek shear zone, 26. Modoc zone, 27. Kings Mountain Belt shear zone, 28. Bre- 
vard zone, 29. Goats Rock shear zone, 30. Towaliga shear zone, 31. Roanoke 
Recess, 32. Blue Ridge thrust, 33. Pulaski thrust, 34. Grandfather Mountain Win- 
dow, 35. Pine Mountain thrust, 36. western limit of Alleghanian deformation. Cir- 
cled numbers are cross-section lines from Table 1. 
Age and relative position of Alleghanian structures in the Appalachian Mountains. Figure 2: 
Figure 3: Method of determining the motion with respect to undefomed North America of a 
point (5) on the outboard side of the orogen that is displaced along an orogen- 
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Introduction 
This  s tudy  takes  u p  the Pha erozoic kinematic evolution of the tgion between the North 
American and South  American cratons (Fig. 1) with the ultimate goal of understanding displace- 
ment  ra te  fields and the position and character of principal displacement zones and their tem- 
poral characteristics (steadiness, ep isodicit y , abrupt  ness of kinematic changes) . T h e  geographic 
region includes the North America craton margin from Georgia to Arizona, and to the south, 
lithospheres of transitional, oceanic, and arc origin, and the continental margin of northern 
South America. These are considered together because the two cratons were contiguous at least 
once in Phanerozoic history. 
In this report, we outline progress in organizing a tectonic history of the region and da ta  
on timing, direction, and magnitude of displacements. T h e  following section gives a time series 
of major kinematic phenomena. Later sections elaborate on some of these. Future  reports will 
take up all kinematic events and give refinements of displacement fields in each event. 
Timetable of Phanerozoic Kinematic Events 
8501-520 ma (Late Precambrian-Cambrian): rifting and breakup in and around Proterozoic 
North America; drifting away of peripheral continental fragments (unidentified); develop- 
11 r 
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ment of a passive margin tha t  extended around much of present North America, including 
the southern margin from Georgia west to  at least eastern Texas (Fig. 2). 
520-300 m a  (Late Cambrian-Late Mississippian): maintenance of a passive margin in south- 
ern North America with heterogeneous subsidence rates; fringe effect of southern most 
recognized convergent Taconian events (Late Ordovician) in Georgia at eastern end of 
southern North American margin (Fig. 2). 
300-265 m a  (Late Mississippian-mid-Permian): right oblique collision of southern North 
America with Gondwana (South America and Africa) (Fig. 3,4); North America was the 
downgoing plate; includes emplacement of terranes and North American foreland deforma- 
tion and subsidence. 
265-220 m a  (mid-Permian-Late Triassic): mid-continental emergence in western Pangea (Fig. 
4); no recognized horizontal motions. 
220-140 m a  (Late Triassic-Late Jurassic): rifting of central Pangea, drifting of North Amer- 
ica and South America, and development of continental microplates and of diverse passive 
margins; these include the  Gulf coastal region, northern South America, and possibly at 
several positions in between; development of subcontinental subduction zone below western 
end (Mexico, Arizona). 
140-85 m a  (Late Jurassic-mid-Cretaceous): subsidence of early Mesozoic passive margins and 
continued drifting apar t  of North America and South America, accompanied by spreading 
in Caribbean basins and/or progressive invasion by Pacific lithosphere; includes widespread 
midplate magmatism in today’s Caribbean basin lithospheres at 110-85 m a  with large cru- 
s ta l  thickening and probably, extension. 
I 
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85 ma-present (mid-Cretaceous-present): end thermal contraction/subsidence of passive 
margins; end North America-South America drifting and begin small incoherent relative 
motions of NA and SA plates; westward displacement of NA and SA plates relative t o  the 
Caribbean plate, resulting in oblique convergent or transgressive overriding of the Carib- 
bean plate relative to NA and SA (Fig. 8); development of Cayman spreading center 
between 30 and 50 m a  (Fig. 6). 
Discrete Kinematic Regimes 
From the  foregoing timetable, four sequential kinematic regimes can be identified: 
1. Passive margin development in southern North America in late Precambrian - Cambrian 
time. 
2. North America-South America collision in late Paleozoic time: the southern Appalachian- 
Ouachitan-Marathonian orogenics and their continuation in Mexico. 
Breakup of Pangea, divergence of North American-South American plates in Mesozoic 
time, and the  development of intervening tracts. 
Development of Caribbean plate boundary zones relative to North America and South 
America in the Cenozoic, especially the Caribbean-South American oblique collision zone. 




T h e  fundamental  shape of southern continental North America was created by intra- 
continental divergence at the beginning of Paleozoic time. T h e  edge of North America so 
formed has been the locus of both divergent and convergent kinematic events in subsequent 
times. 
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T h e  structures created in the multiphase tectonic evolution of southern North America 
have orientations controlled at least partly by preexisting structures. T h e  effect of inherited 
discontinuities or anisotropy appears more important  in s t ructural  orientation than  farfield dis- 
placements. 
Although the Mesozoic divergence between North and South American cratons appears to 
have included uniform and smoothly-varying displacemen t-rate fields, the intervening region 
may have undergone complex kinematics, including multiple displacement zones of diverse orien- 
tation and rotations. 
Each of the major kinematic regimes affecting southern North America appears to have 
been substantially oblique and included ratios of margin-parallel to margin-normal components 
21. 
Collisional regimes in southern North America and northern South America have 
apparently had partitioned displacements between more nearly continuous margin-normal com- 
ponents and  more widely discrete margin-parallel or margin-oblique components. Margin- 
normal displacement and gradients may have been largely controlled by ramp effects of the pas- 
sive continental margins. 
Each of the major displacement zones occupies belts of great width, at least 200 kms. 
Early Passive Margin (Precambrian-Cambrian) of Southern North America 
A passive margin developed as a southern boundary of North America near the  beginning 
of Paleozoic time (Fig. 2). This  event was of great importance because 1) i t  was a segment of 
divergent plate tectonics tha t  essentially blocked ou t  the North American continent as it exists 
today, and 2) it created two structures: the edge of the sialic continent and the hinge of the 
subsiding shelf, t ha t  are reference lines for subsequent kinematics at the continent’s margin. 
T h e  evidence for  such rifting and continental breakup is stratigraphic and s t ructural  - the out- 
h 
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ward transition from platformal to thickened shelfal s t r a t a  and subjacent rift basins. T h e  posi- 
tion of the cryptic sialic edge, tectonically buried in subsequent convergent regimes, is suggested 
Iiy isotopic gradients in plutonic rocks and locally, by gravity gradients, magnetic pat tern 
changes, and deep reflection profiling (Rankin, 1975; Thomas,  1977, 1983, 1985; Zietz, 1982; 
Brown and others, 1981; Lillie and others, 1983). 
T h e  model for the edge of Precambrian North America shown in Figure 2 (Thomas, 1983, 
1985) implies the following: 1) NW-SE-extension affected a broad zone of eastern and southern 
North America during the rift phase; 2) a major change in mechanism of breakup occurred at a 
corner in southeastern North America: a mainly rift margin to the northeast and a mainly 
transform margin to the  southwest, at least as far as Mexico; and 3) apparent  diachroneity in 
breakup; completion early in Cambrian time to the northeast of the corner bu t  slightly later, 
end middle Cambrian,  in the Ouachita region. 
T h e  evidence for long transforms in southern North America is the magnetic pat tern tha t  
suggests a steep ramp at the  edge of continental crust and the paucity of Cambrian subsiding 
shelf s t ra ta .  Both features imply the absence of a shallow asthenospheric welt leading to greatly 
stretched continental crust and to a spreading ridge as existed in eastern North America and 
other  mainly rifted margins. Such a correlation between s t ructure  and rift vs.transform seg- 
ments has  a good analog in the Mesozoic passive margin of eastern Canada  (Keen and others, 
1986). 
T h e  apparent  diachroneity can be explained by the duration of slip on the transform seg- 
ment  required to bring the oceanic lithosphere created in Texas (Fig. 2) past  the Ouachita 
region. If the  full spreading rate  was 2 cm/yr, the Ouachi ta  region would have been fronted by 
continental lithosphere for some 20 m a  longer than the rifted southeastern Appalachians, even 
though the onset of breakup was synchronous. 
f 
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Future work will a t t empt  
this passive margin event. 
Collision of North 
to relate structures and displacement fields within the craton to 
America-South America in Late Paleozoic Time 
Gondwana (South America plus Africa) collided with North America and Europe in late 
Paleozoic time, as indicated by Paleozoic and Mesozoic cratonal polewandering pa ths  and the 
existence of margin-parallel orogenic belts in southern -North America (southern Appalachian, 
Ouachita, Marathon,  Figure 3) and Hercynian belts in southern Europe and northwestern 
Africa. In southern North America, the collision affected the former passive margin by the 
emplacement of exotic terranes above the continental edge, the telescoping by imbricate thrust- 
ing of outer  over inner continental margin rocks, and the  subsidence of foreland basins. 
T h e  evidence for the postcollisional longitudinal position of Gondwana or  the  current 
South  American-African boundary (South Atlantic MOR) relative to North America is pliant: 
1) the  convenient fit of Florida (a probable exotic terrane) in the  corner of Gondwana and 2) the 
distribution of certain faunal provinces in Permian beds, t h a t  cover the collision zone (Fig. 4, 
from Ross, 1979). T h e  crystalline exotic terranes of southern North America outboard of the 
orogenic belts (Sabine, Wiggins, Suwahnee, Figure 3) are known only from drilling and geophy- 
sics. I t  is a major argument  whether the Piedmont terrane, of the southern Appalachian, also 
crystalline, is exotic o r  North American basement plus metamorphosed cover. It is here argued 
tha t  the  core allochthons of the exposed Ouachita and Marathon orogenic belts may also be 
exotic and far-traveled relative to north America. 
T h e  extent and position of the collision zone into Mexico are a topic of future  investigation 
in this project. 
T h e  essentials of the megastructure of the collision zone, depicted in Figure 3, are discussed 
below, in landward sequence. 
1 
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1 .  T h e  crystalline terranes (Sabine, Wiggins, Suwahnee) include one or more late Paleozoic 
magmatic arcs a s  indicated by volcanic, plutonic, and metamorphic rocks from drill holes 
and related magnetic anomalies and by tuff of southerly provenance in late Paleozoic land- 
ward marginal basins (Buffler and others, 1988; Thomas,  1985); the  magmatic are probably 
surmounted northern South America and implies t ha t  North America was the downgoing 
plate. 
T h e  Ouachita and Marathon terranes consist of highly scrambled lower Paleozoic 
strata of deep basinal affinity and very low metamorphic grade. Stratigraphic evidence 
(Thomas, 1985) indicates these contain some continental debris. It permits the idea they 
accumulated on an  oceanfloor north of northern South America and were accreted to South 
America upon its transit with a northerly component above a subduction zone. These all* 
chthons may thus  represent exposures of the South American forearc (Viele, 1979; Ross, 
1985). T h e  forearc, which may extend in the subsurface along the entire orogenic belt, pre- 
2. 
ceded the  crystalline terranes in the runup on the North American margin. W e  suggest the 
possibility t h a t  the Talledega slate belt of the southern Appalachians could be or include 
the easterly continuation of the Gondwana forearc. 
3. 
T h e  alternative to the forearc model is the derivation of s t r a t a  from basins at the toe of 
the North American slope, implying parautochthoneity. This  idea seems less a p t  because it 
requires South  America to have .been close to North America throughout much of the 
Paleozoic, countermanding pole-wandering latitudes, unless i t  is supposed tha t  local, 
shoaled, continental fragments occurred in the intervening ocean basin. 
T h e  foreland thrust belts t ake  on highly different forms northeast and west of the Ala- 
bama corner (Fig. 3). To the northeast in the southern Appalachians the belt is comprised 
of an  imbricate stack of NW-verging slices of thick, coherent lower Paleozoic shelf s t r a t a  
together with piggybacked outer  (Carboniferous) foreland basin sediments. To the west, 
I 
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the foreland belts of the  Ouachita and Marathon orogens consist of imbricate s tacks of 
upward-shallowing late Paleozoic turbidites of great thickness (10 km or so). These have 
varied NE and N W  vergences (Fig. 3). T h e  Ouachi ta  and Marathon imbricate stacks 
apparently include none of and entirely overrode the  lower Paleozoic shelf cover which is 
thought  to have been thin and of minor extent in this area (Thomas, 1985). 
T h e  spatial change in foreland thrus t  belts in the collkion zone may be explained by the 
following alternative hypotheses: 
a) in the  Ouachit%Marathon region, the foreland thrus t  belt turbidites are  really outer 
foreland basin s t r a t a  and the exotic terranes have overridden the  real foreland thrus t  belt, 
if one existed; in this case, the  edge of North America may lie well south of its position 
shown in Figure 2 in the Ouachita belt. 
b) the  Ouachi ta  foreland thrust  belt turbidites were deposited in a remnant  continent- 
ocean gap before a diachronous east-to-west collision imbricated and transported them 
above the continental margin (Thomas, 1985); in this case, the  difference is partly 
explained by the Ouachitan collision at a transform segment of the former passive margin 
where thick shelf s t r a t a  did not exist. 
4. T h e  foreland basin is an asymmetric flexure of underlying continental lithosphere, almost 
certainly caused by tectonic vertical loading at positions seaward of the basin’s outer  edge 
by the  allochthonous terranes and foreland thrust  belts. As the  load migrated landward, 
the foreland basin flexure did likewise. T h e  outer  (seaward) basin fill was imbricated with 
underlying shelf strata and included in the foreland thrust  belt in the southern 
Appalachian orogen. In the Ouachita-Marathon orogens, outer  foreland basin s t r a t a  were 
apparently detached from the shelf s t r a t a  and imbricated alone as the  foreland thrust  belt. 
Landward of the deformation front, the foreland basin fill was undeformed though the col- 
lision zone, except for down-to-the-basin (seaward) normal faulting. 
J 
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T h e  foreland basin is of great importance in kinematic analysis because i t  indicates the 
timing of loading (encroachment and sticking of allochthons), gives hints as to thickness 
and shape of the allochthons by the amplitude and width of basin flexure, and records the 
reactivation of earlier structures in the takeup of displacement during flexure. 
T h e  overall late Paleozoic foreland basin is nonuniform in duration of activity, as indicated 
by ages of onset and completion of subsidence on Figure 3. T h e  implication is an east-to- 
west migration of the first and last effects of loading, and recorded in parautochthonous 
sediments of seaward provenance. T h e  lateral migration duration was about  65-70 ma. 
T h e  foreland basin is highly heterogeneous in thickness of fill on strike in the collision zone 
(Fig. 3), from a few km to > lo  km. This  might be explained either by large variations on 
strike of the  thickness of the load and/or contemporary breakup or reactivation of older 
s t ructures  in the loaded lithosphere. T h e  former might be thought  of as a series of huge 
ridges ramping up  normal to the continental edge. T h e  la t ter  may reflect the development 
of fault-bounded basins (departing from the flexure of an elastic plate) with enhanced sub- 
sidence due  to preferential sediment trapping. T h e  la t ter  explanation seems to be demon- 
s t ra ted in the  Arkoma Basin and several basins of the  Marathon region (Thomas, 1985; 
Ross, 1985). At both places, at least some basin-bounding faul ts  are thought  by these 
authors  to be inherited from the  Precambrian-Cambrian breakup. 
T h e  displacement field of the late Paleozoic collision belt is nonuniform. T h e  most evident 
s t ructural  features reflecting displacement directions are the horizontal component of the princi- 
pal contraction (minimum eigenvector) and the vergence of the foreland thrust  belts. From an 
initial look, the displacement gradients are everywhere normal to the  continental margin (to the 
craton-shelf hinge) and the displacements directed landward. T h e  range of directions is at least 
4 5 ' .  T h e  local homogeneity of contraction trends normal to the margin suggests such strains 
are not rotational about  vertical axes. It is unlikely tha t  such directions each represent the local 
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translation vector of segments of the leading edge of South America. It is more probable tha t  
t h e  foreland contraction is imposed by the dip of the continental ramp the s t r a t a  are  moving 
against and up. T h e  contraction would thus  reflect the zigzag edge of southern North America 
and indicate only t h a t  South  America’s translation had a N to NW component. There  is evi- 
dent  noncompatibility in the displacement gradients recorded by the foreland thrus t  belts, and 
this must  be taken up  by strike-slip and/or normal faulting between adjacent th rus t  belt panels. 
Such structures will be searched for in further work on this project. 
To summarize evidence for the translation direction(s) of South America relative to North 
America, we have 1) the  margin-normal foreland contraction and polar-wandering which indi- 
cate  a northerly component and 2) the  diachroneity of foreland deformation which indicates a 
westerly component. Other  variables in the reconstruction we shall ultimately a t tempt  are the 
irregularity in the edge of and the possible nonrigidity of the overriding plate. 
Divergence of North American and South America 
in Mid-Mesozoic Time 
Farfield kinematics: T h e  trajectory and rate of the  mid-Mesozoic translation between North 
American and South American cratons are well resolved for the post-breakup duration (Fig. 5). 
T h e  translation is established from passive margin to passive margin by rotation poles relative 
to Africa determined by Atlantic isochrons and fracture zones (Sclater and others, 1977; Pindell 
and Dewey, 1982). T h e  trajectories show migration of South America generally SE and away 
from North America from breakup in Late Jurassic (165 ma) time to Late Cretaceous (80 ma) 
time. T h e  displacement magnitude in this interval is about  3200 km; the average rate is about 
3.8 cm/yr. T h e  takeup of rotation by South America or(and) Africa relative to North America 
is uncertain during opening of the South Atlantic (Rabinowitz and LeBreque, 1979). T h e  cra- 
tonal divergence episode is followed in Late Cretaceous and Cenozoic time (after 80ma) by small 
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and unsustained relative displacements between the  cratons (Fig. 5). 
In contrast to the mid-Mesozoic cratonal divergence, the kinematics and tectonic 
plienomena in the intervening Gulf-Caribbean region (Figs. 1, 6 ,  7) during the  same interval are 
poorly understood. It is of great interest in this s tudy to determine the evolution of structures 
in a region where the farfield kinematics are known apriori. T h e  tectonic components, in 
theory, are lithospheric stretching, volume addition to continental lithosphere from the mantle 
(diking), seafloor spreading, convergence (= excess divergence) and tangential invasion of Pacific 
lithosphere discussed in the  next section. 
Southern North America and Gulf of Mexico 
T h e  rifting tha t  began in Pangea during Late Triassic well into Middle Jurassic time 
(about  220 to 160 ma) created graben in the upper continental crusts of sutured North and 
South America. T h e  graben were filled by subaerial sediments and basalt and then by salt 
when adjacent oceans leaked in, mainly in the Middle Jurassic. T h e  crust was also diked by 
basalt at sites away from the  graben (Fig. 6 ) .  T h e  spreading tha t  created the Gulf of Mexico 
basin at the end of the Middle Jurassic (Salvador, 1987) occurred in a closed basin surrounded 
by rifted continental crust (Fig. 1). T h e  Gulf Basin must  therefore be enveloped by a system of 
rift and transform margins. However, magnetics and internal fractures are too poorly resolved 
t o  indicate a spreading direction. T h e  Gulf Basin spreading s t randed in North America terranes 
(Sabine, Wiggins, Suwahnee, Fig. 6 )  t h a t  originally belonged to South America. 
T h e  extensive Gulf Coast salt basins are probably not useful in analysis of horizontal 
kinematics, because the salt lapped over and obscures the orientation of early graben. T h e  salt 
basins are indeed important ,  however, in indicating positions of progressive subsidence. 
A problem immediately arises in relating graben and dike orientations and the Gulf Basin 
boundary faults, so far as these are known (Fig. 6 ) ,  to the mid-Mesozoic farfield translation. 
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T h e  graben strike parallel to the  ancient continental margin, curving around the  Gulf embay- 
m e n t .  T h e  dikes of the southern Appalachians not in graben strike NW-SE, such t h a t  conven- 
tional wisdom would infer NE-SW extension. T h e  most precipitous slopes of the  Gulf Basin, 
properly assumed by Salvador (1987) to be transform margins, strike NNW-SSE. These struc- 
tures d o  not form a system of rectilinear rifts and transforms under uniform extension, much 
less have an evident relation to the farfield NW-SE divergence of the cratons. 
W e  conceive of three alternatives to explain such disparities. First, rift basin orientation is 
controlled by precursor structure, not by regional stress orientation. This  means t h a t  only gra- 
ben with NE-SW strike have dipslip motion and all others  have oblique-slip with obliquity pro- 
portionality to difference from N E S W  strike. It also means tha t  dikes (Fig. 6) of the  southern 
Appalachians not  in graben preferentially intruded transform faults (i.e., faults parallel to the 
translation direction), and t h a t  Gulf Basin spreading had significant obliquity to the farfield 
translation direction. 
A second explanation is t h a t  the Triassic and Early Jurassic rift phase kinematics of 
western Pangea  differed directionally ( tha t  is, different eigenvectors of deformation) from those 
tha t  controlled the Late  Jurassic and Cretaceous Atlantic spreading and cratonal divergence. 
Therefore, the  pre-Late Jurassic motions may have had widely changing directions with time. 
Further ,  i t  is possible tha t  spreading of the Gulf Basin preceded opening of the Atlantic. 
T h e  third explanation is tha t  the region between the  separating cratons was kinematically 
discontinuous with the Atlantic during the phase of cratonal translation and/or  later phases. 
This  implies either the existence of plate boundaries surrounding the intervening region during 
the mid-Mesozoic or later, permitting differently oriented eigenvectors during breakup and 
spreading and/or  later rotation of terranes of the region between the craton relative to the 
Atlantic. 
, 
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Current  appreciation supports  the application of all three hypotheses, as follows: 1)  the 
spacewise correlation of strike of Mesozoic graben and older s t ructures  in the Gulf Coast and 
Appalachians (Fig. 6) is unquestionable, implying s t ructural  inheritance; in fact, there are a few 
specific faults where graben walls are said to have been Paleozoic thrust  ramps; 2) the  idea of 
different or nonuniform displacement fields before Atlantic spreading is the  only way to explain 
diking in the  direction of maximum shear; and 3) there are suggestions tha t  rotation about the 
vertical has  in fact occurred in the Gulf of Mexico region. 
Concerning rotations, paleomagnetic data in Yucatan (Fig. 1) indicate 22f8 ' clockwise 
since a time in the Permian (Gose and Sanchez-Barreda, 1981). Yucatan is terrane of continen- 
tal lithosphere t h a t  probably belonged to South American Pangea and has  been stranded during 
the South  American Mesozoic getaway by spreading in the Gulf of Mexico and Yucatan Basins 
(Fig. 1). Questions on the paleomagnetic result are the sample sufficiency and the age of rota- 
tion, which might be related to the late Paleozoic collision rather  than  Mesozoic divergence. 
Further ,  restorations of the oceanic Gulf of Mexico basin all come u p  with nonuniform spreading 
rates on strike, implying rotation in transitional lithosphere on one or both flanks of the basin 
(Hall and others, 1982; Pindell, 1985; Salvador, 1987). T h e  problem is t ha t  the constraints on 
restoration are so vague that both clockwise and counterclockwise rotations are variously 
predicted by these studies. 
T h e  central Yucatan terrane differs from the prevailing transitional lithosphere and from 
the northern and eastern terrane margins by significantly greater crustal thickness, as inferred, 
however, only from gravity d a t a  (Buffler and others, 1983). T h e  implication is t ha t  either rift- 
ing and stretching in mid-Mesozoic Pangea was heterogeneous or tha t  the Yucatan terrane is 
not par t  of the Pangea breakup and had an origin at some more dis tant  site, presumably to  the 
NW or SW. 
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T h e  Yucatan Basin is known only to contain deep oceanic crust, suggestive of an Eocene or 
older age. Its spreading direction is unknown, as is the character of its boundaries - tectonic 
or otherwise. I t  may be a tectonic terrane, an in-situ late (Eocene) oceanic basin, or a relic of 
Xlesozoic crust created in the wake of South America’s migration. 
Gulf of Mexico Basin to North American-Caribbean Plate Boundary 
This  poorly understood region is thought to be composed mainly of transitional (stretched 
and continental) lithosphere from southern Mexico and the Atlantic margin of the Bahama plat- 
form, including Cuba  (Figs. 1, 7). T h e  exceptions are  the continental Yucatan terrane, the oce- 
anic Yucatan Basin, and a contractile collision zone in Cuba  and adjacent marine areas. T h e  
transitional lithosphere presumably underwent mid-Mesozoic extension during the  separation of 
the American cratons, bu t  dat ing in marine regions Schlager and others, 1984) shows only tha t  
cessation of rifting was in Early Cretaceous or earlier time. Therefore, i t  is possible t h a t  rifting 
occurred in this  region before, during and/or after the  late Middle Jurassic formation of the 
Gulf of Mexico. 
A kinematic s tudy of seismic structures in this region has  not yet been made, except to say 
tha t  long NW-SE bathymetric scarps exist. These are stratigraphic disjunctions which may be 
faults or carbonate platform margins. If faults, their length of straightness and strike suggest 
transform faults parallel to the mid-Mesozoic cratonal translation (Fig. 5). 
A t  least the northern half of Cuba  is presumably underlain by the transitional lithosphere 
just  discussed (Fig. 1) which is the autochthon of the early Cenozoic collision zone with the 
Greater Antilles arc. Jurassic s t r a t a  showing progressive subsidence are said to occur in the 
autochthon (Pardo, 1975) b u t  the dating is too imprecise, as published, to be useful in tracking 
rifting across the  Gulf-Caribbean region. 
T h e  orogenic belt of C u b a  has  had little modern s tudy for political reasons. Current  wis- 
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dom suggests it is near the western end of the Greater Antilles arc-continent collision zone, now 
r u t  b y  the North American-Caribbean plate boundary of the Cayman Trench (Figs. 1, 7). In 
Cubs ,  the arc was active in Late Cretaceous time and is thought  to have ridden over a south- 
facing edge of the transitional lithosphere from Cuba  east to the Bahamas. T h e  collision was 
possibly completed in C u b a  by early Eocene time. T h e  contraction in the  Cuban orogenic zone 
is guessed to be NS. An E-W trending early Tertiary (and older?) sedimentary basin exists at 
the northern Cuban  shoreline, thinning northward. I t  can be interpreted as a foreland basin or 
transitional lithosphere due  to loading by the overriding arc to the  south (Angstadt and others, 
1985). 
Caribbean-Northern South America 
Introduction: This  section considers the southern boundary of the North American plate and 
regions southward to northern South America (Fig. 7). T h e  objective is the organization of a 
framework to analyze displacement fields of the Caribbean relative to the American plates, the 
collision of Caribbean lithosphere and continental South  America, and the mid-Mesozoic diver- 
gence of the cratons in the Caribbean basins ( the Colombian and Venezuelan Basins, Fig. 7) and 
within northern South  America. 
Northern South America: The  s t ructure  of northern South America relates chiefly to three 
tectonic regimes: mid-Mesozoic rifting and passive margin development, Cenozoic collision with 
Caribbean lithosphere, and the la te  Neogene translation of the Pacificward quarter relatively 
northeast on the Bocono fault (Fig. 7). We take up here the passive margin development which 
relates to the Late Jurassic-Late Cretaceous translation trajectory of relative cratonal motions 
(Fig. 5). 
T h e  northern edge of sialic South America as far east as Trinidad is buried tectonically 
below south-vergent thrust  slices in the Cenozoic Caribbean-South American collision zone (Fig. 
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7).  Evidence tha t  the northern edge was a passive margin with approximately EW trend is the 
existence, sparingly occurring or recognized, of rift-basins along the northern edge (Fig. 7) and 
the northerly gradient in thickness of Cretaceous shelf deposits, suggesting thermally controlled 
subsidence. East of Trinidad, the sialic edge joins Atlantic oceanic lithosphere at a 
depositionally-buried passive margin with NW-SE trend (Fig. 7). This  easterly leg of the sialic 
edge may be a predominantly transform margin, as interpreted by its parallelism with the mid- 
Mesozoic cratonal translation direction. Similarly, the less clearly identified EW leg west of 
Trinidad may have been a zigzag series of rifts and transforms. 
It is a question whether the northern South American continent began rifting at the  same 
time as crust of the  U.S. Gulf Coast or not. Known older Mesozoic deposits are  the  following 
(Fig. 7): 1) Middle Jurassic redbeds with pillow basalt in western Venezuela at Siquisiqui (imply- 
ing rift phase); 2) latest Jurassic carbonates in thrus t  slices in the collision zone (unit 2, Fig. 8) 
of eastern Venezuela and Trinidad (implying drift phase somewhere to the  north); 3) evaporites 
of possible Early Cretaceous age in Trinidad (implying rift phase); 4) possible dipping rift basin 
fill surmounted unconformably by shelf s t r a t a  seen in seismic sections jus t  south of Trinidad; 
and 5 )  drilling and dredging evidence of Jurassic red sediment off the  Guyanese coast and 
Demarara  Rise (implying Jurassic rifting). No Triassic strata are known. T h e  drift phase shelf 
deposition on South America was underway by a time early in the  Cretaceous. T h e  upshot of 
these d a t a  is t h a t  rifting in South America may have been s tar ted and continued after t ha t  of 
the Gulf Coast. Therefore, it follows tha t  rifting may have propagated or jumped southward in 
Pangea  from an  initial locus in the U.S. Gulf Coast. This  locus was approximately coincident 
with the late Paleozoic collision zone of the southern Appalachian-Ouachita-Marathon orogens 
and invites speculation tha t  the earliest extensional s t ructures  were localized by reactivation of 
older structures. 
I 
Caribbean-American Plate Motions 
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A major problem in the  analysis of ancient displacements in orogenic zones between the 
.\merican cratons is the  imprecision in the current plate tectonics of the  Caribbean region - 
the positions of major displacement zones and the relative velocities across them. 
T h e  Cayman Trough (Fig. 7)  contains the only recognized divergent boundary around the 
Caribbean, bu t  it is almost totally strike slip, including perhaps the greatest ratio of transform 
to spreading in the world. A problem with the Cayman Trough is the uncertainty in the total 
length of opening (estimates are between 270 and 1400 km; Macdonald and Holcombe, 1978; 
Sykes and others, 1982; Rosencrantz and others, 1987) and the  duration of spreading (estimates 
of 10 to 50 ma). 
If the  length is >lo00 km, most of the Caribbean is Farallon plate t ha t  has  translated east 
with respect to the Americas from the Pacific; in this case, the Caribbean basin contains no 
kinematic record of the diverging American cratons because intervening terranes would have 
been subducted below the Farallon plate. On the other  hand,  if the  length of Cayman spread- 
ing is small, the  bulk of the Caribbean basin has  been created between the American cratons. 
Aside from the Cayman Trough,  Cenozoic orogenic belts on the Caribbean rim imply a 
component of convergence all around the Caribbean plate by the existence of accretionary 
wedges and fold belts t ha t  are more extensive and univergent than flower structures. If correct, 
this means t h a t  either the Caribbean “plate” has  a nonuniform displacement field (i.e., a nonri- 
gid plate), or the American plates are convergent relative to one another more than  NA-Af-SA 
rotations suggest (Fig. 5) ;  or both. 
T h e  Caribbean-Sou th  American plate boundary zone is especially poorly defined. Seismi- 
city gives little evidence for the positions and motions of displacement zones (Molnar and Sykes, 
1969; Kafka  and Wiedner, 1979; Perez and Aggarwal, 1981; Wadge and Shepherd, 1984). 
Further ,  the  geologic evidence indicates right-oblique convergence and an absence of individual 
faults with significant displacement (> 100 km) in the ocean-continent transitional zone 
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(Schubert, 1981; Speed, 1985), although Robertson and Burke (1986) t ry  to make a case for very 
large strike-slip. It seems possible to accommodate no  more than an integral 400 km right slip 
i n  this zone since the Eocene. Therefore, if the Cayman Trough (Ca-NAm) has  had small total 
spreading (i.e., 400 km), the Caribbean plate may exist as a rigid edifice. If, however, the Cay- 
man displacement is very large, displacement zones must  exist within the Caribbean to accom- 
modate the  different Ca-NAm and Ca-SAm total offsets in the last 50 ma. If the  differential 
were linearly distributed across the Caribbean, the  simple shear strain would be about  1, and an 
average rigid rotation would be about  20" clockwise (this is what  crustal blocks coupled to a 
ductile substrate  would show paleomagnetically). 
A more interpretable active regional displacement zone is the Bocono fault (Figs. 7,  8) 
which is seismically active and has released the northern Andes from South America to move 
relatively northeast and override the southern Caribbean (Percy and Aggarwal, 1981; Pindell, 
1985). T h e  total  displacement, measured by offset of structures, is 100-150 km (Schubert, 1981). 
T h e  duration of Bocono activity is probably <10 ma, although 50 m a  is proposed by Stephan 
(1977). T h e  length of subducted Caribbean lithosphere is insufficient to have caused arc volcan- 
ism. 
Caribbean Oceanic Plateau 
Ninety percent or more of the Caribbean basins west of the  Aves Ridge (Fig. 7) are under- 
lain by anomalously thick and shallow crust ( 2 5  km thicker than normal oceanic) t ha t  is a t  
least partly composed of basaltic lava, intrusions, lesser evolved lava, and derivative sediments 
of Late  Cretaceous age (Edgar and others, 1973; Donnelly and others, 1973). This  oceanic pla- 
teau may extend onland in obducted slices, in Haiti (Sen and others, 1988) and to the south in 
the Netherland Antilles (Beets and others, 1984; Klaver, 1987), the Villa de  Cura  and Paraguana 
allochthons, and east to Tobago (Bellizia, 1985; Speed, 1986). T h e  ages of the lava sequences in 
obducted slices extend the range of volcanism from about  110-80 ma. 
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T h e  importance of the oceanic plateau is its 1) evidence for convergence at its margins; 2) 
mid-late Cretaceous kinematics of its development and bearing on North America-South Amer- 
ica separation; and 3) a possible record of pre-mid-Cretaceous tectonics below the plateau lava 
sequence. 
T h e  lava sequence indicates there was large volume addition to the  Caribbean crust in a 
wide region over a relatively short time. Lava compositions indicate large volume melting, 
storage and evolution in high-level magma chambers, and a remarkable range of source analogs: 
normal MORB to enriched MORB to hotspot types, all without evident systematic spatial dis- 
tribu tion. 
A patch of normal oceanic crust occurs in the southeastern Venezuelan Basin (Diebold and 
others, 1981). I t  is unclear whether this patch is faulted against the prevailing thick crust or 
whether the  oceanic plateau lavas onlap the edge of the normal crust. 
T h e  obduction of Caribbean lithosphere above South America caused a major orogenic belt 
to evolve above the continent’s shelf; this is addressed later. 
An understanding of what  is below the oceanic plateau l a v a  is fragmentary. Reflection 
d a t a  in the  Caribbean basins locally resolve dipping reflectors below it (Ladd and Watkins, 
1979; Diebold and others, 1981), and refraction velocities indicate upper oceanic crustal veloci- 
ties. Below the  Cretaceous lavas in the Villa de  Cura  allochthon (Fig. S), there are extensive 
ophiolites (one is early Cretaceous or older; Beck, 1985), a sequence of arc-related mafic rocks 
tha t  are deformed and upsidedown, and sialic metamorphic fragments of Precambrian or Paleo- 
zoic protolith age. T h e  Villa de  Cura  allochthon is thought to be derived from regions seaward 
of South America because the  subjacent tectonic unit (unit 3, Fig. 8) contains s t r a t a  accreted 
from the  continental slope and fringing oceanfloor. Together, these features suggest t ha t  before 
the mid-Cretaceous magmatic event, the Caribbean basin contained rift basins with rotated fill, 
fragments of Pangea, local basins with oceanic crust, and at least one subduction zone and 
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collapsed island arc. 
T h e  mid-Cretaceous plateau-forming volcanism can be postulated to record an  acceleration 
in the  divergence of the American cratons where the extension was taken up by volume addition 
from the mantle in distributed conduits rather than at a single spreading center. An analogy is 
the Columbia Plateau of the Pacific Northwest or the Basin-Range; the  difference with the 
Basin-Range is the  latter’s development below mainly thick continental crust. T h e  diversity of 
magma compwitions in the  Caribbean oceanic plateau can be attributed to contamination by or 
sourcing in the  highly varied lithospheric fragments t h a t  made u p  the pre-mid-Cretaceous 
Caribbean basin. 
There are  no  constraints with which to calculate the extension through volume addition to 
the precursor Caribbean lithosphere. T h e  unknowns include the proportions of extrusion to 
intrusion and of dikes (extension-producing) to sills. I t  is conceivable tha t  the  vague NE-SW 
magnetic fabric of Caribbean basins (Donnelly, 1973; Ghosh and others, 1984) may reflect exten- 
sional mid-Cretaceous dike systems. 
A leading alternative to the origin of the Caribbean oceanic plateau proposed above is con- 
trol by a global or equatorial mid-Cretaceous volcanic event, best known in the  western Pacific 
(Larson and  Schlanger, 1976). Although a mechanism has  not been put  forth for this global 
event, i ts  occurrence in the Caribbean implies a cause more profound than  local lithospheric 
thinning due to continental divergence. 
Caribbean-South American Oblique Collision 
To address the s t ructure  of northern South America as it may relate to the Mesozoic 
breakup and pull away from southern North America, the  subsequent convergent margin tec- 
tonics of northern South America must  first be analyzed. Moreover, this Cretaceous-Cenozoic 
episode includes important  kinematic phenomena in its own right. Such an analysis requires a 
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generalized tectonic framework from the geologic and geophysical literature and our  own obser- 
vations, and thus, is model-dependent and almost certainly, to be iterated. Our  main sources of 
information are Bellizia, 1972, 1984; Campos, 1981; Maresch, 1972, 1974; Gonzales de  Juana  and 
others, 1980; Beets and others, 1984; Klaver, 1987; Skerlec and Hargraves, 1981; Stephan and 
others, 1980; C. Beck, 1985; M. Beck, 1986; Silver and others, 1985; Stearns  and others, 1982; 
and Speed, 1985, 1986, and unpublished field work in eastern Venezuela and Trinidad. 
Figure 8 shows a new tectonic model of northern South America, packaged in bu t  four tec- 
tonic units. T h e  four units are parallel to and above the cryptic EW trending rifted Jurassic 
passive margin of northern South America. T h e  tectonic units stack upward toward the north, 
and in a complex way, dip north. T h e  numbers are the  age limits within which the associated 
major displacement zone ceased movement and the fault walls attached. T h e  numbers show a 
general west to east migration of at tachment ,  and thus, indicate the oblique overriding of the 
continent by northerly terranes initially at an angle to the continent’s EW-trending edge. The  
region northwest of the Bocono fault is translating northeast and overriding the Caribbean 
lithosphere (Fig. 8). 
T h e  southernmost and lowest unit is Proterozoic South America and its little deformed 
cover. This  unit h a s  undergone displacement only vertically by flexure in the development of a 
foreland basin at the  toe of the  orogenic belt (Fig. 8).  T h e  amplitude of flexural depression is 
known to be as great as 10 km in the Cenozoic. 
T h e  second lowest unit, the  foreland thrust  belt, is constituted by imbricated Mesozoic 
shelf s t ra ta ,  probably deposited on subsided Jurassic-Cretaceous passive margin, and Cenozoic 
s t r a t a  of which the  older are shelf s t r a t a  and the  younger, piggy-backed foreland basin deposits. 
T h e  age boundary between older and younger changes with position: late Paleocene in the west 
and Miocene in the east. This  diachroneity of transition from shelf to foreland basin supports 
the idea of migration west to east of the load on the northern edge of the continent. T h e  load 
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\ v a s  supplied by the foreland thrus t  belt bu t  chiefly, by the northern two allochthons. 
The  displacement field of the foreland thrust  belt is under s tudy.  In western Venezuela, 
the narrow thrust  belt (Fig. 8) has structures indicating NS contraction of uncertain value. 
There, much of the thrus t  belt has  probably been overridden by the higher allochthons during 
Cenozoic ou t-of-sequence thrusting. In eastern Venezuela, the  contraction direction is NNW- 
SSE and is roughly 0.5 in magnitude (imbrication doubled the thickness of s t ra ta) .  Associated 
structures (a single se t  of NW-SE major strike slip cross faults, Riedel and antiriedel shears, and 
normal faults) give a good fit to horizontal eigenvectors of deformation shown in Figure 9. T h e  
right-slip cross faul ts  are probably parallel to the displacement direction of thrus t  slices (NW to 
SE) across the belt in eastern Venezuela. This  is because they formed during imbrication of 
thrust  slices and separate en-echelon adjacent panels of imbricates; the cross faults, however, 
seem not to have undergone rotation with deformation as they would if they were not principal 
displacement surfaces. 
T h e  third unit from the  bottom (Fig. 8) contains metamorphosed, well-deformed sedimen- 
tary rocks t h a t  are Mesozoic f Cenozoic age and slices of more ancient rock. These are here 
interpreted to be packaged in an extensive accretionary forearc t h a t  propagated ahead and 
below the  highest tectonic unit (Caribbean lithosphere). T h e  contents of unit 3 were accreted to 
the south and(or) southeast-translating forearc from oceanfloor tha t  fronted the mid-Mesozoic 
South American passive margin and from the slope and shelf of t h a t  margin as well. T h e  
metamorphism was caused by deep burial and(or) the overriding of the forearc by the Carib- 
bean lithosphere. T h e  occurrence of pre-Mesozoic sialic masses in unit 3 (example: Early Cam- 
brian Dragon gneiss, Fig. 1) suggests either t ha t  the edge of tectonically buried continental crust 
extends north of unit three’s exposure belt or tha t  continental fragments existed north of the 
passive margin. T h e  deformation of unit 3, where studied in Trinidad and Margarita, shows 
ductile NS contractions plus rotations about  an EW horizontal axis. T h e  total length of con- 
trsctile displacement within unit 3 is probably very large because horizontal contractions (Alllo) 
: ippear to be 21.0 at the few sites examined. 
T h e  highest unit (4) is thought to consist mainly of Caribbean lithosphere tha t  has been 
thrust  with a southeasterly component above an unknown width of the Mesozoic passive margin 
of South  America (Fig. 8). Subjacent units 3 and 2 contain rock progressively accreted to the 
front and bot tom of the Caribbean lithosphere and shipped with i t  southeasterly above South 
America. 
T h e  basis for the assignment of unit 4 as Caribbean lithosphere is its content, where stu- 
died, of thick (up  to 5 km) mid- or mid-late Cretaceous basaltic lava plus pelagic and volcano- 
genic sediment and  locally differentiated magmatic rocks. Such rocks are underlain by subunits 
of diverse origin (ophiolite, continental fragment, island arc), hence terranes, t ha t  appear to 
have been linked together by the mid-Cretaceous volcanic event. Further ,  i t  can be suggested 
tha t  the mid-Cretaceous volcanic event is the same as the  one t h a t  formed the  Caribbean oce- 
anic plateau tha t  occupies most of the deep Caribbean basins north of the continental border- 
land (north of Figure 8), as discussed earlier. 
T h e  importance of the  correlation of Caribbean lithosphere in the  collision belt and Carib- 
bean basins lies in the  following: 1) possible evidence for length of convergent transport across 
the continental margin (the position of the buried continental edge still has  to be determined by 
some remote means); 2) onland recognition of mechanisms by which the Oceanic Plateau formed 
and its kinematics; 3) a glimpse at the s t ructure  of Caribbean basins before the plateau-forming 
event; and 4) the  possibility of constraining whether present Caribbean lithosphere is mainly 
indigenous or far-traveled. 
Regarding the first item, the sediments of unit 3 are largely of continental provenance but  
do  not  permit differentiation among oceanic and continental sites of deposition. They  d o  permit 
the inference, however, t h a t  the Caribbean oceanic plateau developed seaward of their sites and 
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tha t  the southerly transport of Caribbean lithosphere is at least 200 km (100 km outcrop width 
and assumed 100% contraction of unit 3). This  is supported by the quasicontinental initial Sr 
values in post deformational plutons in unit 3 near Caracas (Fig. 8). 
Items 2 and 3 are discussed in a prior section. Concerning item 4, the correlation suggests 
t ha t  Caribbean lithosphere off Venezuela and Colombia is not far-traveled (not  from distant 
sites in the Pacific). This  is because units 4 and at least par t  of 3 were linked by a time late in 
the Cretaceous (C. Beck, 1985) and because unit three's sediments are partly continental. 
Therefore, uni ts  4 and 3 were together before any recognized onset of Cayman Trough opening 
and generally eastward translation of the Caribbean plate relative to the American plates. 
T h e  d a t a  concerning the displacement-rate field of the Caribbean-South American collision 
also include sparse paleomagnetic sets t ha t  survive statistical tests of precision (Beck, 1986) and 
for most of these, s t ructural  control is poor. T h e  suggestion from paleomagnetism is tha t  a 
large clockwise rotation (45 to 9 0 " )  relative to South America exists in at least some mid- 
Cretaceous igneous rocks of the Caribbean lithosphere (unit 4, Fig. 1); the  rotation occurred 
before the Cenozic. 
To summarize, the  kinematic d a t a  and suggestions amassed to da te  are: 1) large southerly 
closure of the  Caribbean lithosphere relative to South America in la te  Cretaceous and Cenozoic 
time; at least off western Venezuela, the total closure probably exceeds 200 km; 2) eastward 
migration of the onset and cessation of tectonic effects in the  foreland thrus t  belt and basin; 3) 
interpretation of a NW to SE tectonic transport in the eastern foreland belt mainly in Neogene 
time with a local easterly migration rate of 1 to 1.5 cm/yr; and 4) probable large clockwise rota- 
tion of at least par ts  of the highest unit, the  Caribbean lithosphere. 
T h e  initial configuration of the Caribbean lithosphere is uncertain relative to an EW- 
trending edge of mid-Mesozoic South America. Figure 10 shows two  alternatives. T h e  conver- 
gent boundary may have been at a small angle to the continental edge (Speed, 1985), an 
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hypothesis tha t  requires the paleomagnetic rotations to be products of local ramping. T h e  alter- 
native is that the convergent margin had a NS strike and t h a t  Caribbean lithosphere wrapped 
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.Figure 2: Early Phanerozoic edge of North America as a rift-transform fault 
succession from Thomas (1983); probable ages of last rifting and 
continent-ocean lithospheric boundary locally indicated: thrust 
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Figure 8: Late Cretaceous-Cenozoic collision belt of northern South America. 





Figure 9: Orientation diagrams for eastern Venezuela foreland thrust 
belt; a) ranges of averaged strikes of structures in 5 
domains along (EW) the belt from Cumana to Trinidad; 
b) interpretation of structures and horizonta1,stretch 
directions ( X I ,  2 ’ )  and simple shear orientation. 
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